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Abstract

Safe asset shortages can expose an economy to liquidity traps. The nature of
these traps is determined by the cyclicality of the bond premium. A counter-
cyclical bond premium opens the possibility of pessimism-driven liquidity traps
in which small issuances of government debt crowd out private debt and reduce
output. In contrast, when the bond premium is pro-cyclical and the economy
is in a liquidity trap, government debt is expansionary. In the data, we find
evidence of a counter-cyclical bond premium. We propose policies that prevent
the emergence of self-fulfilling traps, but they require sufficient fiscal capacity. In
a quantitative model calibrated to the Great Recession, a promise to increase the
government debt-to-GDP ratio by 16 percentage points precludes the possibility
of self-fulfilling traps.
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1 Introduction

A prominent narrative about the origins of the Great Recession is that the crisis was trig-

gered by a collapse of the supply of safe assets. A combination of factors, such as the sudden

realization that mortgage-related assets (e.g., agency and private label MBSs and CDOs)

could no longer be considered safe, the deterioration of the creditworthiness of several Eu-

ropean countries, and a global flight-to-quality, generated a scarcity of safe assets that put

downward pressure on short-term nominal rates and marked the beginning of the deepest

recession in the post-war era.

With conventional monetary policy constrained by the zero lower bound (ZLB) on the

short-term nominal interest rate, an important body of literature advocated for an increase

in the supply of (safe) U.S. government bonds in order to compensate for the private safe

asset shortage.1 The idea is simple but powerful: if the crisis was caused by a drop in the

supply of private safe assets, an increase in the supply of safe government bonds can at least

partially offset the decline, stimulating the economy relative to laissez-faire. In this paper,

we show that this policy prescription is not robust. Whether issuances of public safe assets

are expansionary or not depends on the nature of the shock that hit the economy and the

cyclical properties of asset prices.

We develop a theory of the macroeconomic consequences of safe asset scarcity. Our the-

ory puts at the forefront the bond premium; that is, the premium households pay to hold

assets that provide non-pecuniary benefits. When the bond premium is counter-cyclical,

that is, there is a negative correlation between the bond premium and changes in aggregate

output, the economy admits two steady-state equilibria.2 One equilibrium features a positive

nominal interest rate, output at potential, and full employment. The second equilibrium is

a liquidity trap, with a zero nominal interest rate, high bond premium, and below-potential

output. With pessimistic expectations about employment or safe-asset production, an econ-

omy can find itself transitioning to the liquidity trap equilibrium without any change in the

fundamentals. We label this liquidity trap equilibrium a self-fulfilling liquidity trap (SFLT),

following the seminal work of Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2001b). Importantly, we

show that public provisions of safe assets may reduce welfare in such economies.

Our model has three main ingredients. First, households are willing to pay a premium

for assets that provide safety or liquidity services. In the model, this willingness arises from

workers’ retirement concerns. Second, the supply of safe assets is endogenous and varies with

1See, e.g., Caballero and Farhi (2017); Caballero, Farhi and Gourinchas (2015, 2016); Kiyotaki and Moore
(2019); Del Negro, Eggertsson, Ferrero and Kiyotaki (2017b).

2As we will formalize, it is the cyclicality of the bond premium conditional on safe asset demand and
supply shifters, as well as the policy rate, that governs the nature of a liquidity trap.
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the state of the economy. Production is undertaken by firms that face a constraint on their

capacity to issue safe debt. We assume that debt is safe if and only if it is free from roll-over

risk, that is, if it can be fully repaid using internal funds. This safety constraint gives rise

to a pro-cyclical supply of safe assets. Third, the economy features nominal rigidities and

a monetary policy that follows a Taylor-type interest rate rule subject to a ZLB constraint.

The rich set of interactions between the demand and the supply of assets and the non-linear

interest rate rule allows us to obtain novel results about the nature of recessions and their

implications for policy.

When the bond premium is counter-cyclical, expectations of low output imply a higher

bond premium and a lower short-term nominal interest rate. If the bond premium is suffi-

ciently high, the presence of the ZLB constrains the central bank in its ability to stabilize

the economy, leading to a drop in employment and output, which justifies agents’ pessimism.

In contrast, with a pro-cyclical bond premium, expectations of low output imply a low bond

premium and, hence, a high interest rate. However, according to the Taylor rule, high in-

terest rates are not consistent with low levels of output, so SFLTs are not possible in this

case. When the bond premium is pro-cyclical, only exogenous reductions in the natural

rate of interest may lead the economy to a liquidity trap equilibrium. These liquidity trap

equilibria that correspond to an exogenous reduction in the natural rate are often labeled as

fundamental liquidity traps (FLTs), following Eggertsson and Woodford (2003). While both

types of liquidity traps lead to similar outcomes in terms of output gap, unemployment, and

bond premia, assessing the nature of the trap affecting the economy is crucial for a successful

policy recommendation.

To determine the plausibility of SFLTs, we turn to the data and estimate the response

of the bond premium to cyclical movements in GDP. We find strong evidence of a counter-

cyclical bond premium for various measures of the premium and the cycle. Our baseline

specification uses monthly data from 1948 to 2011. We use the Baa-Aaa corporate bond

spread as the measure of the bond premium and the annual growth rate of the industrial

production index to proxy for the cycle. Following recent work by Krishnamurthy and

Vissing-Jorgensen (2012) and Nagel (2016), we control for the federal funds rate and the

supply of Treasury bills, as well as for the VIX as a measure of uncertainty. Our results are

robust to using various measures of the output gap (Hamilton (2018) filter, band-pass filter,

monthly growth rate of the industrial production index, a polynomial filter, unemployment

rate, the Chicago Fed National Activity Index), and the bond premium (Baa-Aaa spread,

Aaa-Treasury spread, three-month banker’s acceptance rates and Treasury spread, three-

month high-grade commercial paper and Treasury spread, three-month certificate of deposit

rates and Treasury spread, and spread between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury).
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Importantly, our measure of bond premium cyclicality is conditional on demand and supply

shifters, as well as the policy rate, rather than an unconditional correlation between the

bond premium and output.

Our theoretical results also show that the cyclical properties of the bond premium depend

on the relative elasticity of the demand and the supply of safe assets to aggregate output.

In particular, we show that when the supply of safe assets is more (less) elastic to changes

in output than the demand, the bond premium is counter-cyclical (pro-cyclical). Thus, we

check the data to ascertain whether the counter-cyclicality of the bond premium is (at least

in part) driven by a pro-cyclical safe asset supply. We measure total safe assets (public and

private) following Gorton, Lewellen and Metrick (2012)’s classification of the U.S. financial

accounts data. Cross-correlations of total safe assets and private safe assets and its sub-

categories with various measures of the cycle provide suggestive evidence of a pro-cyclical

supply of safe assets, justifying our modeling assumptions.

Finally, we analyze the effects of policy intervention. We show that the issuance of (safe)

government debt in small quantities is contractionary in SFLTs. However, a sufficiently large

increase in government debt can eliminate the SFLT. We interpret this result as a variation

of Krugman (2014)’s timidity trap. Krugman coined the term “timidity trap” in the context

of policy discussions around the Great Recession. He defined it as “(...) the consistent

tendency of policymakers who have the right ideas in principle to go for half-measures in

practice, and the way this timidity ends up backfiring, politically and even economically.” In

our setup, a small increase in government debt is contractionary in an SFLT. Instead, if the

government were to credibly commit to implementing a sufficiently large-scale intervention,

an SFLT scenario would cease to exist. Moreover, such a commitment would also improve the

outcomes under an FLT. Thus, it is the implementation of discrete rather than incremental

policies that can robustly lift the economy out of a slump. This finding might be of particular

relevance for policymakers who might have difficulties in identifying in real time the exact

nature of the liquidity trap they are facing, as the two types have similar observable dynamics

of output, inflation, and private assets. We also show that increases in government spending

can have similar effects but that they are dominated by bond issuances in terms of the fiscal

costs they entail.

An important aspect of these policy interventions is that they need to be credible. Cred-

ibility requires sufficient fiscal capacity to take the necessary measures. As in He, Krishna-

murthy and Milbradt (2019), we constrain the government’s ability to provide safe assets

with a roll-over risk constraint. If the government cannot guarantee the safety of the bonds

it is issuing, then the intervention will not have the desired effects. In a quantitative model

calibrated to replicate a Great Recession scenario, we find that a commitment to increase
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government debt-to-GDP ratio by 16 percentage points eliminates the possibility of SFLTs.

Literature review. This paper is related to several strands of the literature. First, it is

related to the literature on safe-asset shortages and credit market disruptions that lead to

liquidity traps.3 Caballero and Farhi (2017) and Caballero, Farhi and Gourinchas (2016)

build models in which liquidity trap equilibria arise as the result of a shock that reduces

the supply of safe assets and increases the bond premium. Similarly, Eggertsson and Krug-

man (2012) and Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2017) focus on the role of debt-deleveraging in

generating a liquidity trap; Curdia and Woodford (2011) and Del Negro et al. (2017b) for-

malize liquidity traps with financial market disruptions that cause credit spreads to rise.

Fornaro and Romei (2019) formalize an international aggregate demand externality whereby

macro-prudential policy interventions in some countries depress global aggregate demand

when there is a global scarcity of safe assets. All these papers study FLTs, and the public

provision of debt is expansionary and welfare improving (see also Gourinchas and Jeanne

2013). We contribute to this literature by connecting the type of a liquidity trap to the

cyclical properties of the bond premium, and formalize a scenario in which a small increase

in the provision of public debt reduces welfare.

In recent work, Acharya and Dogra (2018) study a liquidity trap episode in which in-

creases in public debt crowd out capital investment but improve welfare. Mian, Straub and

Sufi (2019) formalize a debt trap due to excessive debt in the economy and show that in-

creases in public debt can reduce the level of output. In our setting, large enough provisions

of debt can be expansionary even when small doses reduce welfare. See also Bacchetta,

Benhima and Kalantzis (2020).

Our paper is also related to the literature examining expectations-driven liquidity traps.

These papers show that the non-linearity of the Taylor rule can give rise to multiple steady

states. One set of papers build on the seminal work by Benhabib et al. (2001b) and charac-

terize properties of expectations-driven liquidity traps that feature below-target inflation and

below-potential output. Our paper is closest to Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2017), Nakata

and Schmidt (2020), and Bilbiie (2019b). Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2017) present a model

in which a pessimistic confidence shock can generate a liquidity trap featuring an initial

fall in growth and a subsequent jobless recovery in which the output growth rate goes back

to trend, but employment is permanently lower. Nakata and Schmidt (2020) characterize

temporary expectations-driven liquidity traps and study optimal policies. Bilbiie (2019b)

considers FLTs and SFLTs in a unified framework. Our paper is complementary to the

3Bernanke (2005) and Caballero (2006) identified the role of a shortage of safe assets in global imbalances
and capital flows.
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mechanisms emphasized in this literature. First, our focus is on economies that feature

a state-contingent bond premium. In our framework, an SFLT can emerge even if wages

are perfectly rigid. Second, we find that the set of parameters consistent with an SFLT is

increasing in the degree of wage flexibility. Third, we show that the policy interventions

necessary to preclude the existence of SFLTs are increasing in the degree of wage flexibility.

A second set of expectations-driven liquidity trap papers consider endogenous productiv-

ity growth or unemployment risk instead of inflation pessimism. Benigno and Fornaro (2018)

study a New Keynesian model featuring endogenous growth in which an expectations shock

can permanently reduce the growth rate of the economy. Benigno and Fornaro (2018) share

our finding that sufficiently large interventions can rule out self-fulfilling traps. Heathcote

and Perri (2018) formalize the susceptibility of an economy to an expectations-driven trap

due to a counter-cyclical demand for liquidity. Our contribution is to identify the cyclicality

of the bond premium as a crucial variable determining the type of recessions an economy is

exposed to, and consider the consequences for policy intervention. In particular, we show

that discrete interventions can be robust to the type of trap and analyze the implications

for the government’s fiscal capacity.4

Finally, our paper builds on the recent literature documenting the properties of the conve-

nience yield of various safe assets (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2015; Nagel, 2016;

Del Negro, Giannone, Giannoni and Tambalotti, 2017a). Like us, Jiang, Krishnamurthy

and Lustig (2019) model pro-cyclical asset supply to analyze the global implications of U.S.

dollar-denominated assets. We show that bond premium, controlling for policy rate and

shifters to safe asset demand and safe asset supply, is counter-cyclical. The cyclicality of the

bond-premium, we show, has important implications for theories of safe asset scarcity.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents a bare-bones model formalizing our

key insights. We build on the analytical device of Caballero et al. (2016) to identify the role

of bond-premium cyclicality in generating contrasting policy prescriptions. We also show

empirical evidence consistent with the conditions for self-fulfilling liquidity traps arising in

equilibrium. Section 3 shows the mechanisms through the lens of a microfounded infinite

horizon model. Section 4 studies the policy implications and presents some extensions of

the basic model. Section 5 develops a quantitative model, which allows us to show the

transitional dynamics of the economy to a liquidity trap as well as to quantify the magnitudes

of robust policies. Section 6 concludes.

4See Obstfeld (2013) for a discussion of the importance of fiscal capacity for attenuating the aftermaths
of financial crises, and Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2016) and Romer and Romer (2018) for empirical
support.
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2 Safe Asset Scarcity: A Simple Theory and Empirics

This section outlines our theory’s main ingredients in a simple linear model in the spirit of

Caballero et al. (2016). The main takeaway of the model is that the cyclicality of the bond

premium, which depends on the output elasticity of safe asset supply relative to demand, is

a key statistic determining the equilibrium properties of the economy and its policy impli-

cations. The empirical evidence suggests the plausibility of an expectations-driven scarcity

of safe assets as an equilibrium outcome.

2.1 Log-linearized model

Consider a stationary equilibrium of an economy with permanently fixed prices. Agents

prefer to hold certain financial assets because of their non-pecuniary benefits (e.g., liquidity

or safety). We label them safe assets.5 A representative firm produces the consumption

good and issues safe assets. The central bank sets the nominal interest rate on safe assets

following a Taylor-type rule to keep output at its natural level. We consider a cashless limit

of the economy but include a zero lower bound (ZLB) constraint on the nominal interest

rate. The model can be characterized by the following equations:

is = max {0, rs + φ(y − ȳ)} (TR)

sd = ψii
s + ψy(y − ȳ)− ψ∆(i− is) + λ (D-SA)

ss = bg + ηy(y − ȳ) (S-SA)

sd = ss (SA*)

Equation (TR) is the monetary rule of a central bank that sets the nominal interest rate on

safe assets, is, in order to stabilize the output gap, y− ȳ, subject to the ZLB constraint. We

denote the natural rate of interest (that is, the interest rate consistent with a zero output

gap) by rs. Moreover, we assume that φ > max
{

0, ηy−ψy
ψi+ψ∆

}
, which guarantees the existence

of a full-employment equilibrium when rs > 0. Equation (D-SA) is the safe asset demand.

The demand for safe assets, sd, is increasing in the return on safe assets (ψi > 0). The

parameter ψy captures the cyclicality of the safe asset demand. Intertemporal consumption

smoothing may imply a pro-cyclical demand for safe assets ψy > 0, while a precautionary

savings motive can generate a counter-cyclical demand ψy < 0. The demand for safe assets

also depends on the bond premium, i− is, where i is the rate of return of an asset that does

not provide safety services, and ψ∆ > 0 is the sensitivity of the demand to the premium.

5See Geromichalos, Herrenbrueck and Lee (2018) for an analysis of the differences between safety and
liquidity.
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Figure 1: TR-SA representation

(a) ηy − ψy < 0 (b) ηy − ψy > 0

The variable λ represents an exogenous demand shifter. Equation (S-SA) is the supply of

safe assets. We assume that the supply is pro-cyclical, i.e., ηy > 0. Borrowing constraints

tied to the firms’ profits can generate a pro-cyclical supply.6 Finally, bg denotes the provision

of safe assets by the government. Equation (SA*) clears the market for safe assets.

Combining equations (D-SA), (S-SA) and (SA*), we can write a system of two equations

(SA) - (TR) and two endogenous variables (y, is), given rs, i, bg and λ.7 The safe asset (SA)

equilibrium is given by

(ηy − ψy)(y − ȳ) = ψii
s + (λ− bg)− ψ∆(i− is) (SA)

In Caballero et al. (2016), ηy = 0 and ψy > 0, so that ηy − ψy < 0. Relative to Caballero

et al. (2016), equation (SA) allows more flexibility in the sign of ηy − ψy, which represents

the difference between the elasticity with respect to output of the supply and the demand

of safe assets. This extension allows us to identify a new theory of liquidity traps.

2.2 TR-SA representation and the bond premium

Figure 1 plots the system (TR)-(SA). In Panel (a), we plot the equation (SA) when ηy−ψy <
0, which implies a negative relation between the return on safe assets and the output gap.

We assume that the economy starts with a positive natural interest rate, and the central

6In the model of Section 3, we assume that in order for a financial asset to be safe, it has to be free of
roll-over risk, providing a microfoundation for ηy > 0.

7We assume that i is independent of y and is in the stationary equilibrium of the economy. This is a
typical result in standard models, where i = ρ and ρ is the households’ subjective discount rate.
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bank keeps output at its potential. The economy is then hit by a shock that increases the

demand for safe assets (e.g., an increase in λ or a reduction in bg or ηy), which pushes the

SA line down such that rs < 0 and the economy finds itself in a liquidity trap. Output

drops below its natural level, and the economy features a higher bond premium. We call

this equilibrium a Fundamental Liquidity Trap (FLT). In this equilibrium, an increase in

the supply of safe assets by the government (bg ↑) shifts the SA line upward, generating an

increase in output.

In Panel (b), we plot the equation (SA) when ηy − ψy > 0, which implies a positive

relationship between the return on safe assets and the output gap. We assume that the

natural interest rate of the economy is positive. This implies that, given monetary policy, a

zero output gap is an equilibrium of the economy. However, there exists a second equilibrium

in which the economy is at the ZLB, with a relative scarcity of safe assets and a higher

bond premium. Starting from a full-employment steady state, agents’ pessimism about the

availability of safe assets or the level of output can push the economy into this liquidity

trap equilibrium. We call this equilibrium a Self-Fulfilling Liquidity Trap (SFLT). In this

equilibrium, a small increase in the provision of safe assets by the government can further

reduce output and drive up the bond premium.8

It is useful to restate the previous results in terms of the cyclicality of the bond premium.

Rearranging equation (SA), we get the following expression for the bond premium:

i− is = βsi
s + βgb

g + βy(y − ȳ) + βλλ (BP)

where βs denotes the sensitivity of the convenience yield to the central bank rate (see Nagel,

2016), βg captures the sensitivity to the quantity of safe government debt, βλ captures the

sensitivity of the bond premium to the demand shifter λ, and βy denotes the cyclicality of

the bond premium. It is immediately apparent that the bond premium is pro-cyclical (i.e.,

βy > 0) if and only if ηy − ψy < 0. Thus, this analysis allows us to connect the properties

of the economy and the nature of liquidity traps to the bond premium’s cyclicality. In

particular, the previous results imply that FLTs can occur only if the bond premium is

pro-cyclical, while SFLTs are associated with a counter-cyclical bond premium.

In Section 3, we present a microfounded model that clarifies the structural forces behind

the cyclicality of the bond premium and the nature of liquidity traps. But first, we present

some empirical evidence on two ingredients of our setup to assess the plausibility of SFLTs:

the cyclicality of the bond premium and the cyclicality of the supply of safe assets.

8Since the equilibrium of the economy is not unique, policy changes can also generate a change in
expectations that lifts the economy from the liquidity trap.
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2.3 The cyclicality of the bond premium

2.3.1 Data and measurement

The estimating equation of interest is (BP) evaluated at each period t

it − ist = βsi
s
t + βgb

g
t + βy(yt − ȳt) + βλλt + εt, (BP-est)

where εt denotes the error term. Our main coefficient of interest is βy, which measures

the cyclicality of the bond premium conditional on the short-term policy rate, the public

provision of safe assets, and the demand shifter.

In our baseline specification, we use monthly data from January 1948 until December

2011. Following the seminal contribution of Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012)

(henceforth KVJ), we consider the Baa-Aaa corporate bond spread as our measure of the

bond premium. This spread is measured as the percentage difference between Moody’s Baa-

rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate

bond yield. The Moody’s Aaa and Baa indices are constructed from a sample of long-

maturity (≥ 20 years) industrial and utility bonds. Our results are robust to using other

measures of the bond premium, such as long-term Aaa-Treasury, three-month banker’s ac-

ceptance rates and Treasury spread (Ba-Tbill), three-month high-grade commercial paper

and Treasury spread (AACP-Tbill), three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates and Trea-

sury spread (CD-Tbill), and the spread between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury

(CPP2-Tbill). We borrow the Ba-Tbill and CD-Tbill series from Nagel (2016) and follow

KVJ’s data construction in extending Baa, Aaa, long-term and short-term Treasury, AACP

and CPP2 yields to a monthly frequency. We describe the data sources in Appendix B.

To proxy for the output gap, we use a variety of methods to estimate potential output.

Our main specifications measure output gap using the year-on-year change in the log of

industrial production index (Stock and Watson, 2003, 2019). A major advantage of using

year-on-year growth as a filter to proxy for output gap is that it is one-sided and does not

suffer from end-point problems, nor does it induce revisions, as argued by Stock and Watson

(2019). At the same time, there are disadvantages of using this one-sided filter: it passes

more noise and has a phase shift relative to two-sided filters such as the band-pass filter. We

conduct robustness to the following alternative measures of the output gap: the Hamilton

(2018) filter, the band-pass filter of Baxter and King (1999), the polynomial sixth-degree

time trend from Ramey and Zubairy (2018), the month-on-month growth rate of industrial

production, the civilian unemployment rate, and the Chicago Fed National Activity Index

(Brave, 2009). In Appendices F and G, we show robustness exercises that consider various
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combinations of output gap measures and financial spreads.

To be consistent across all specifications, we follow Nagel (2016) and use the overnight

federal funds rate as our measure of the short-term safe rate, ist , on the right-hand side of

equation (BP-est). We use the log of the ratio of the outstanding stock of T-bills and GDP

as our measure of the public safe asset supply.9 We measure shifts in the demand for safety

using the VIX index.

Following KVJ, we also control for the slope of the Treasury yield curve in our regressions.

This slope is measured as the spread between the 10-year Treasury yield and the 3-month

Treasury yield.10 We expect the coefficient on the slope to be positive. Even though the

slope variable is likely to attenuate the effect of output gap, we include it in our main

specifications to capture unmodeled confounding factors that may bias our estimation. In

addition, we include a linear time-trend to proxy for linear secular movements in the bond

premium. Our results are robust to excluding the slope and the linear time trend from the

empirical specifications. We report Newey-West standard errors with twelve lags.

2.3.2 Results

Table 1 reports the coefficients from estimating equation (BP-est) using the long-term Baa-

Aaa corporate bond spread as our measure of the bond premium and the year-on-year

change in (log) industrial production index as our measure of the output gap. We find that

the bond premium is counter-cyclical across all columns, i.e., βy < 0. The coefficients on

the output gap in columns (4)-(5) imply reductions of 2.95 and 2.85 basis points (bps) in

the bond premium, respectively, with a one percent increase in output growth above trend.

Furthermore, the coefficients on the federal funds rate in row 2 are consistent with Nagel

(2016), who finds that the convenience yield on liquid assets is positively related to the

federal funds rate.

Table 2 reports the results for the baseline specification using different measures of the

output gap. Columns (1-4) use standard methods of extracting trends from monthly in-

dustrial production. The first-row coefficient is interpreted as units of bps increase in the

Baa-Aaa corporate bond spread associated with a one percent increase in output above

9The quarterly GDP series is interpolated to a monthly series for constructing the Tbill/GDP ratio. We
find similar results using the (year-on-year) growth rate of Tbill supply instead of the Tbill/GDP ratio. The
results are also robust to using debt-to-GDP ratio as in KVJ. However, debt-to-GDP ratio is only available
at an annual frequency.

10KVJ write, “The slope of the yield curve is a measure of the state of the business cycle. It is known
to predict the excess returns on stocks and may also pick up time-varying risk premia on corporate bonds.
[...] We also note that to the extent that corporate default risk is likely to vary with the business cycle, the
slope variable can furthermore help control for the expected default in the yield spread.”
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TABLE 1: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (y-o-y ∆ log IP)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap -3.69*** -3.67*** -2.95*** -2.85***
(0.90) (0.90) (0.64) (0.55)

Fed funds rate 4.61*** 4.56*** 5.46*** 6.89***
(1.59) (1.24) (1.22) (1.09)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 29.60* 9.77
(17.50) (14.50)

VIX 2.11*** 2.10***
(0.69) (0.77)

Slope 14.81***
(2.86)

Intercept 68.74*** 26.33** 51.17*** 88.28** 34.35
(12.05) (10.76) (9.30) (37.13) (30.00)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.34 0.24 0.46 0.55 0.65

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percent-
age difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. output gap is computed with
year on year change in log of (monthly) industrial production index. Sample: 1948-
2011 (monthly).

TABLE 2: Baa-Aaa spread on various measures of output gap

Hamilton Filter Band-Pass Filter ∆m log(IPt) Polynomial Filter Unemployment Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1948–2011 1948–2011 1948–2011 1948–2011 1948–2011

Output gap -2.94*** -6.19*** -6.96*** -2.37*** 12.52***
(0.39) (1.72) (2.30) (0.61) (2.46)

Fed funds rate 6.63*** 7.61*** 7.67*** 6.90*** 4.60***
(0.88) (1.20) (1.24) (1.07) (1.08)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 1.03 18.73 36.31** -5.99 1.90
(12.88) (15.78) (15.58) (15.89) (15.19)

VIX 1.97** 2.55*** 2.37*** 2.61*** 2.42***
(0.81) (0.91) (0.89) (0.93) (0.90)

Slope 9.93*** 13.96*** 15.72*** 10.43*** 4.88
(2.57) (3.14) (3.50) (3.34) (3.16)

Intercept 9.20 28.53 74.48** -32.51 -44.18
(24.83) (32.14) (29.85) (34.75) (33.45)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.69 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.63

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend.
output gap is computed with various filters common in the literature. Column 1 uses the Hamilton filter on the (monthly)
industrial production index. The index is seasonally adjusted. Column 2 uses the Band-Pass filter at business cycle frequen-
cies (18 and 96 months) on the (monthly) industrial production index. Column 3 uses month-over-month change in the log
of (monthly) industrial production index. Column 4 estimates a counterfactual potential (monthly) industrial production in-
dex using a (sixth-degree) polynomial regression on time. Column 5 uses the civilian unemployment rate. Baa-Aaa spread
measures the percentage difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated
long-maturity corporate bond yield. See text.

trend. The first row in column (5) is interpreted as units of bps increase in the Baa-Aaa

corporate bond spread associated with a one percentage point increase in the unemployment
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TABLE 3: Financial spreads on output gap (y-o-y ∆ log IP)

Baa-Aaa Aaa-Tbill BA-Tbill AACP-Tbill CD-Tbill CPP2-Tbill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap -2.85*** -2.25*** -1.45*** -1.08** -1.90** -1.83
(0.55) (0.68) (0.40) (0.43) (0.89) (1.94)

Fed funds rate 6.89*** 4.15*** 10.90*** 6.96*** 14.38*** 34.21**
(1.09) (0.95) (1.13) (1.07) (2.54) (15.12)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 9.77 -59.08*** -25.68** -13.57 -28.38 -41.32
(14.50) (18.40) (11.60) (11.72) (37.71) (71.13)

VIX 2.10*** 1.85*** 1.75*** 1.78*** 3.42*** 6.88***
(0.77) (0.47) (0.48) (0.44) (1.00) (2.64)

Slope 14.81*** 8.84** -1.05 -4.30 10.30* 27.61
(2.86) (3.97) (2.77) (2.68) (6.08) (17.64)

Intercept 34.35 -136.26*** -67.73** 22.50 -300.65** -1223.77**
(30.00) (35.32) (26.64) (29.01) (133.19) (520.80)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 432 168
Adj R2 0.65 0.47 0.62 0.49 0.38 0.52

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1. In-
cludes a linear time-trend. Output gap is computed with year-on-year change in the log of (monthly)
industrial production index. Column 1 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Baa-rated long-
maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Column
2 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Column 3 uses the three-month banker’s acceptance rate
and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s acceptance rate ends in the 1990s. To create a series
until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread from 1991 onward constructed by Nagel (2016). Col-
umn 4 uses the percentage yield spread between 3-month high-grade commercial paper and Treasury
bills. Column 5 uses the spread between three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates and T-bills as
an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Column 6 uses the percentage yield spread between lower-
grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It is calculated as the sum of the CP-bills yield spread
described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Treasury bills) and the yield spread be-
tween 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial commercial paper and 30-day AA nonfinancial commercial paper,
with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. See text.

rate. Using an Okun’s law coefficient of two, row (1) in column (5) implies a 6.26 bps reduc-

tion in the Baa-Aaa spread when output falls one percent below potential. These estimates

of the coefficient βy imply a reduction in the bond premium in the range of 2 to 7 bps when

output is one percent above potential.

Table 3 reports the results for the full baseline specification using various measures for

the bond premium. The output gap is measured using the year-on-year change in the (log)

industrial production index. We find a relatively stable estimate for the coefficient βy. It is

important to note that we find significant results even after controlling for several endogenous

variables that are likely to mitigate the independent effects of output. We interpret this as

robust evidence in favor of a counter-cyclical bond premium. In Appendices F and G, we

show robustness exercises that consider various combinations of output gap measures and

financial spreads.
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Figure 2: Cyclicality of privately supplied safe debt
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Source: Our calculations. We extended Gorton et al. (2012)’s definition to measure safe assets using US
Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. Shaded bars denote NBER Recession dates.
See text.

2.4 The cyclicality of safe asset supply

2.4.1 Data and measurement

Gorton et al. (2012) use the U.S. Financial Accounts to obtain a quarterly time-series of the

total supply of safe assets. We follow their definitions to reproduce the time-series of safe as-

sets, public and private. The public safe assets largely include treasury and municipal debt.

The private safe assets include bank deposits, money market mutual fund shares, commer-

cial paper, federal funds and repurchase agreements, short-term interbank loans, securitized

debt, and high-grade financial sector corporate debt. Their rationale for defining these asset

classes as safe is that they were information-insensitive assets before the Great Recession

(see also Gorton and Metrick, 2012). Total private safe assets are disaggregated into five sub-

categories: deposits, money-like debt, mortgage- and asset-backed securities (MBS/ABS),

corporate bonds and loans, and other safe assets (miscellaneous liabilities of the financial

sector). Money-like debt refers to commercial paper, net repurchase agreements, money mar-

ket mutual fund assets, federal funds, interbank transactions, broker-dealer payables, and

broker-dealer security credits. We briefly describe the data construction and disaggregation

of total private safe assets in Appendix B but refer the reader to Gorton et al. (2012) for a

detailed methodology.

2.4.2 Results

Figure 2 plots the detrended time series of private safe assets along with real GDP. In Panel

(a), we plot both series in terms of year-on-year growth rates, consistent with our empirical
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Figure 3: Correlations of xt+h with time-t real GDP (y-o-y growth)
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Source: Our calculations, using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The
definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). Real GDP and all of the safe asset component series are plotted in
year-on-year growth rates. See text.

specifications in Section 2.3.2. In Panel (b), we plot both series using the Hamilton (2018)

filter for robustness. A strong positive correlation between the two series suggests the pro-

cyclicality of private safe asset supply in the U.S. Figure 3 presents the cross-correlations

between various components of the safe asset supply at t + h and real GDP at time t. The

top-left Panel plots the cross-correlations for the total supply of safe assets, private and

public. The remaining panels show the cross-correlations for the total private supply and

four sub-categories. All series are transformations of the underlying asset series into year-

on-year growth rates. These cross-correlations between various components of private safe

assets and output align with the pro-cyclicality of safe asset supply suggested by Figure 2. It

is worth noting that our sample includes the Great Recession, but all the results are robust

to excluding the 2008-2011 period. Moreover, the results are robust to using alternative

measures of output gap. We present these additional robustness results in Appendix H.

2.5 Summary of the Empirical Analysis

Let us briefly summarize the key takeaways from our empirical analysis and how it connects

to the linear model. We find strong suggestive evidence that: a) the bond premium is

counter-cyclical and b) total safe asset supply and safe assets supplied by the U.S. private

sector are pro-cyclical. As the simple model shows, the bond premium’s counter-cyclicality

gives rise to the possibility of a self-fulfilling scarcity of safe assets that pushes the economy

into a liquidity trap. Furthermore, we identified a force driving this result: the supply of

14



private safe assets is pro-cyclical in the data. Collectively, these results provide empirical

support for the possibility of SFLTs. In the next section, we use these findings to build

a microfounded model that clarifies the transmission channels and provides a laboratory

suitable for policy analysis.

3 A Microfounded Model

This section presents a model featuring an endogenous supply of assets and a preference

for safe (or liquid) bonds that arises endogenously from a retirement motive. We study an

infinite-horizon closed economy in discrete time, indexed by t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }. The economy

is inhabited by households, firms, and a government. We assume that the economy does not

face any aggregate risk.11

3.1 The Environment

Households The economy is populated by a measure one of households. Households are

comprised of a measure 1 − χ of workers and a measure χ of retirees (with χ ∈ (0, 1)). In

each period, workers are endowed with one unit of time, which they can sell in the labor

market. In contrast, retirees cannot work, and they live for only one period. Every period

a random measure χ of workers retire, and a measure χ of new agents is born. Thus, the

composition of each household is constant over time.12

Workers supply their time inelastically to the labor market. In the presence of nominal

wage rigidities, workers might be able to sell only a fraction ht ≤ 1 of their time. When

ht < 1, the economy is operating below potential, and there is involuntary unemployment.

Households are the owners of the firms, which distribute nominal dividends Dt, they trade

nominal risk-free assets B̃t at a nominal price 1
1+it

, where it is the nominal interest rate,

and receive nominal lump-sum transfers Tt. Moreover, households operate a technology to

11This is a common assumption in the literature, which usually studies the response of the economy to
an unexpected shock, or a first-order approximation of the dynamics around a non-stochastic steady-state
equilibrium, which effectively imposes a certainty-equivalence property on the model.

12This modeling assumption is similar to the tractable stochastic OLG model of Gertler (1999), recently
used by Rachel and Summers (2019) to study the decline in the natural interest rate. The “big family”
assumption has a long tradition in macroeconomics. Lucas (1990) uses this framework to study the effect
of open-market operations on the economy’s interest rate. More recently, it has been used by Del Negro
et al. (2017b), Bilbiie (2019a) and Heathcote and Perri (2018). This formulation allows us to study a model
with incomplete insurance at the individual level but without the need to keep track of the cross-sectional
distribution of wealth as a relevant state variable.
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produce physical capital according to

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It, (1)

where Kt+1 denotes the capital available in period t + 1, δ is the depreciation rate, and It

denotes investment. Households rent the capital in a competitive market at the nominal rate

Rk
t .

Being a worker or a retiree determines the resources available for consumption. We

assume that at the beginning of each period, and before agents know whether they are

workers or retirees, the household distributes its portfolio of financial assets equally among

its members. Once they leave the household, agents find out their type. Since retirees

live for only one period, they cannot borrow in the financial markets, and their wealth is

limited to the assets in their portfolio.13 In contrast, workers can also consume out of their

other sources of income. At the end of the period, and after consumption takes place, the

surviving members of each household pool their resources and make the savings decisions for

the following period. Thus, workers have two motives to save. First, they face the traditional

intertemporal substitution channel: savings allow them to substitute consumption tomorrow

for consumption today. Second, workers have a retirement motive: a measure χ of them will

retire and consume only out of their safe (or liquid) financial wealth. This second motive

will generate the reduced form bond premium presented in Section 2.

Households maximize a utilitarian welfare function of their members’ utility

∞∑
t=0

βt [(1− χ)u (Cw
t ) + χv (Cr

t )] (2)

where Cw
t and Cr

t denote the consumption of a worker and a retiree in period t, respectively,

and β is the discount factor. For analytical tractability, we assume that u(Cw
t ) = log(Cw

t )

and v(Cr
t ) = log(Cr

t ). Within a period, each household member makes their consumption

decisions based on their portfolio holdings and income. The intra-period budget constraints

faced by individual agents are given by

PtC
w
t ≤ Wtht + B̃t +Rk

tKt +Dt + Tt, (3)

PtC
r
t ≤ B̃t, (4)

where Pt is the price level, B̃t is the holdings of nominal one-period bonds, and Wt is the

nominal wage. That is, retirees can consume only out of their holdings of one-period bonds,

13We also assume that retirees cannot leave debts to their families.
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the safe assets of this economy. In particular, they do not receive any of the firm’s dividends

or the returns from capital. Moreover, we have abstracted from other financial assets, such

as stocks, either because of their illiquidity or their relatively small prevalence in households’

portfolios in the data.14 This assumption is not necessary for our results, but it simplifies the

exposition. As long as the retirees’ income is not sufficiently high to allow for full insurance,

and bonds provide higher liquidity services than other assets (such as physical capital), all

our results would go through.15 At the end of the period, the household as a whole faces the

following budget constraint:

(1− χ)PtC
w
t + χPtC

r
t + PtIt +

B̃t+1

1 + it
≤ (1− χ)Wtht +Rk

tKt +Dt + B̃t + Tt. (5)

The problem of the household consists of choosing processes
{
Cw
t , C

r
t , It, Kt+1, B̃t+1

}∞
t=0

in order to maximize (2) subject to the budget constraints (3), (4) and (5) for every t ≥ 0,

the capital accumulation technology (1), and a no-Ponzi condition, given K0 and B̃0. Since

all households solve the same problem, we can treat the economy as populated by a single

representative household.

In what follows, we limit attention to equilibria in which the budget constraint of retirees

(4) is binding, so that Cr
t = B̃t

Pt
. Replacing this into the household’s utility function, we get

∞∑
t=0

βt

[
(1− χ)u (Cw

t ) + χv

(
B̃t

Pt

)]
.

Thus, the household’s problem looks as-if it was generated by an agent who values bonds

directly (as in the bonds in the utility function tradition), even though it is the result of the

workers’ retirement concerns. Two differences that will become apparent below are that the

retirement motive introduces a satiation point for bonds that is absent in non-microfounded

environments, and that a fraction χ of the bonds enter in the resource constraint through

the consumption of the retirees.

Firms The final consumption good is produced by a measure one of perfectly competitive

firms using labor and capital as the factors of production according to Yt = At(K
α
t H

1−α
t )ν ,

where At is the TFP level, Kt is the amount of capital rented, Ht is the amount of labor

hired, α ∈ [0, 1), and ν ∈ (0, 1). The parameter ν denotes a span of control, which measures

14For example, households’ direct ownership of liquid equities is very low. Heathcote and Perri (2018)
document that in 2010, only 15.1% of households held stocks directly.

15In particular, all our results would hold even if equity provided partial safety services as in Del Negro
et al. (2017b).
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the degree of decreasing returns in the variable factors of production, and it will imply that

the firms make profits in equilibrium. Firms rent capital at a rate Rk
t , they hire workers at a

nominal wage Wt, and they must pay a per-period fixed cost F (in units of the final good),

which is rebated lump-sum to the households.16 Thus, a firm’s per-period operating profit

is given by

Πt = Pt
[
At(K

α
t H

1−α
t )ν − F

]
−WtHt −Rk

tKt.

We will assume that the fixed cost is never too high so as to preclude the existence of an

equilibrium.

Since safe bonds carry a premium, the conditions for the Modigliani-Miller theorem do

not hold in this economy. In particular, firms have an incentive to issue safe bonds to profit

from the premium. For the bonds to be safe, we require that firms be able to pay their

debt in full with internal funds alone. This way, firms’ debt is not subject to roll-over risk.

Formally, firms need to satisfy the following constraint:

B̃p
t+1 ≤ Πt+1, (6)

where B̃p
t+1 denotes the face value of the nominal bonds issued by the firm in period t and

payable in t+ 1.

A firm’s objective is to maximize the present discounted value of the stream of dividends

paid out to their shareholders,

Vt ≡ max
{Dt,Kt,Ht,B̃pt+1}∞t=0

∞∑
s=0

Λt+sDt+s

subject to

Dt = Pt
[
At(K

α
t H

1−α
t )ν − F

]
−WtHt −Rk

tKt − B̃p
t +

B̃p
t+1

1 + it

B̃p
t+1 ≤ Pt+1

[
At+1(Kα

t+1H
1−α
t+1 )ν − F

]
−Wt+1Ht+1 −Rk

t+1Kt+1,

given B̃p
0 , where Λt is the household’s stochastic discount factor. The firm is active in period

t if and only if Pt (Yt − F )−WtHt −Rk
tKt ≥ 0.

The presence of a fixed cost of production has two important implications in our analysis.

First, the fixed cost precludes the existence of steady-state equilibria with output levels that

16This assumption about the fixed cost is reminiscent of the treatment of the Rotemberg price adjustment
cost made in the literature (see, for example, Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe, 2001a, Ascari and Rossi,
2012 and Eggertsson and Singh, 2019). One can reinterpret the fixed cost as a technological requirement
of a fixed amount of managerial services provided by households, which generates a disutility F in units of
consumption.
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are implausibly low relative to potential. Second, the fixed cost implies that firms can issue

bonds only if their production in the next period is above a certain threshold. This property

will allow self-fulfilling liquidity traps to arise as an equilibrium outcome.17

Nominal Rigidities In this section, we assume that wages are perfectly rigid, that is,

Wt = Wt−1 ∀t.

This assumption implies that labor markets will not always clear, so that ht < 1 can be part

of an equilibrium. This choice has the benefit of isolating our channel for an SFLT from the

one in Benhabib et al. (2001b), which works through deflation. In Section 4.3 we explore

the implications of allowing a more flexible specification, in the spirit of Schmitt-Grohé and

Uribe (2017), which we use in the quantitative exercise of Section 5.

Government To close the model, we need to introduce a monetary policy rule and a

budget constraint for the government. We assume that the central bank sets the nominal

interest rate according to

1 + it = max

{
1, R∗t + φY

(
Yt
Y ∗t
− 1

)}
(7)

where R∗t is the gross real interest rate consistent with the full employment equilibrium, and

Y ∗t denotes the full-employment output level.

Finally, the government’s budget constraint is given by

B̃g
t =

B̃g
t+1

1 + it
+ T gt , (8)

where T gt denotes lump-sum taxes levied on the household. The lump-sum transfers received

by the household are, then, comprised of the government taxes and the rebates of the fixed

costs borne out by firms: Tt = F − T gt .

3.2 Equilibrium

Let wt ≡ Wt

Pt
denote the real wage. A competitive equilibrium of this economy is an allocation

{Cw
t , C

r
t , It, Kt+1, B̃t+1, ht, Ht, B̃

p
t+1}∞t=0 and prices {wt, πt, it}∞t=0 such that, given fiscal policy

17A self-fulfilling liquidity trap also obtains with an alternative formulation that features no fixed cost
of production and a borrowing constraint that is convex in profits. However, such a model would admit
equilibria in which output can be arbitrarily small. We choose the specification with the fixed cost because
it generates a minimum level of output that is bounded away from zero.
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{B̃g
t , T

g
t }∞t=0, and initial capital and bonds, {K0, B̃0, B̃

p
0},

1. {Cw
t , C

r
t , It, Kt+1, B̃t+1, ht}∞t=0 solves the household’s problem given {wt, πt, it}∞t=0, {T gt }∞t=0

and {K0, B̃0}

2. {Kt, Ht, B̃
p
t+1}∞t=0 solves the firms’ problem given {wt, πt, it}∞t=0, given B̃p

0

3. {it}∞t=0 follows (7)

4. fiscal policy {B̃g
t , T

g
t }∞t=0 is satisfies (8)

5. Markets clear

(1− χ)Cw
t + χCr

t + It = At(K
α
t H

1−α
t )ν , B̃t = B̃p

t + B̃g
t , Ht = (1− χ)ht.

We focus our analysis on equilibria in which the budget constraint of retirees (4) is

satisfied with equality. In this case, the optimality conditions associated with the household’s

problem are the budget constraint (5), and

βtu′(Cw
t ) = PtΛt (9)

Λt

1 + it
= (1− χ)Λt+1 + χβt+1v′(Bt+1)

1

Pt+1

(10)

ΛtPt = Λt+1[Rk
t+1 + (1− δ)Pt+1] (11)

where Bt+1 ≡ B̃t+1

Pt+1
, and Λt > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the budget

constraint (5). Combining equations (9) and (10), we get the following Generalized Euler

Equation (GEE):

1 = β
1 + it

1 + πt+1


u′(Cw

t+1)

u′(Cw
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

intertemporal
substitution motive

+χ
v′(Bt+1)− u′(Cw

t+1)

u′(Cw
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

retirement motive

 . (12)

Equation (12) determines the demand for safe assets, which is one of the main building

blocks of the economy’s equilibrium. It reflects the two reasons households demand bonds.

First, there is the intertemporal substitution motive. This is the typical motive in standard

neoclassical models: households demand bonds to smooth the workers’ consumption path.

Second, there is a retirement motive. Since workers face retirement risk, households demand

bonds above and beyond the intertemporal substitution motive to smooth the consumption

of those who cannot work. In contrast, capital does not provide this precautionary savings
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services, so its optimality condition is given by the standard expression

1 = β
u′
(
Cw
t+1

)
u′ (Cw

t )

[
rkt+1 + (1− δ)

]
, (13)

where rkt ≡
Rkt
Pt

.

We define the bond premium as

bp ≡ χ
v′(Bt+1)− u′(Cw

t+1)

u′(Cw
t )

. (14)

Ceteris paribus, a higher bond premium implies a lower real interest rate. Note that equation

(12) implies a retirement motive that is pro-cyclical, in the sense that it is increasing in Cw
t

and Cw
t+1: the higher the workers’ consumption, the higher the demand for the retirees’

consumption. This feature will represent a force towards a pro-cyclical bond premium. In

Appendix E we explore a variant of this model that generates a counter-cyclical demand for

bonds, arising from unemployment risk. Introducing a counter-cyclical bond demand makes

the economy even more vulnerable to the existence of a self-fulfilling liquidity trap.

Next, consider the firms’ problem. The choices of labor and capital are given by the

following optimality conditions:

(1− α) νAtK
αν
t H

(1−α)ν−1
t = wt and ανAtK

αν−1
t H

(1−α)ν
t = rkt

Thus, profits can be written as Πt = Pt [(1− ν)Yt − F ].

Now, let µt be the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (6). The first-order

condition with respect to bonds is

Λt

1 + it
= Λt+1 + µt. (15)

Comparing (12) and (15), it is immediate that Pt+1µt = βt+1χ
[
v′(Bt+1)− u′(Cw

t+1)
]
, that

is, the Lagrange multiplier with respect to the borrowing constraint is proportional to the

retirement motive. If the retirement motive is equal to zero (i.e., the retirement demand is

satiated), the firm is unconstrained. If the retirement motive is strictly positive, then the

firm is constrained. Focusing on equilibria in which the retiree’s budget constraint (4) is

binding, the supply of bonds is an affine function of aggregate output

Bt = (1− ν)Yt − F +Bg
t , (16)
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where Bg
t ≡

B̃gt
Pt

. Finally, equilibrium requires that (1− ν)Yt − F ≥ 0 for all t.

3.3 Steady States

A steady state is an equilibrium in which all endogenous and exogenous variables are constant

over time. Given our wage rigidity assumption, if wt and Wt are constant over time, then the

inflation rate is zero in any steady state. In what follows, variables without a time subscript

denote their values in a non-stochastic steady state.

If firms are active, the bond supply is given by equation (16) evaluated at steady state:

B(Y ) = (1 − ν)Y − F + Bg. Noting that the firm’s profits in steady state are given by

Π = (1−ν)Y −F , equilibrium requires that Y ≥ Y min ≡ F
1−ν , that is, there is a lower bound

on admissible output levels.

Putting together the households’ and firms’ optimality conditions for capital evaluated

at steady state, we get the following expression for capital: K = κY , where κ ≡ αν
1
β
−(1−δ) .

Thus, from the resource constraint, we get

Cw(Y ) =
(1− δκ)Y − χB(Y )

1− χ
.

From equation (14) evaluated at steady state, we can write the bond premium as a

function of output

bp(Y ) = χ

(
v′(B(Y ))

u′(Cw(Y ))
− 1

)
. (17)

Thus, the GEE in steady state can be written as

1 = β(1 + i) [1 + bp(Y )] , (18)

which defines an implicit function between output Y and the nominal interest rate i. This

is the analogue of the (SA) relation in Section 2.

In order to characterize the steady-state equilibria of the economy, it is useful first to

study the cyclical properties of the bond premium. We say that the bond premium is pro-

cyclical if bp′(Y ) > 0, which happens if and only if

−u
′′(Cw(Y ))

u′(Cw(Y ))
Cw(Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity of intertemporal
substitution

Cw′(Y )

Cw(Y )
Y︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity of consumption
to output

> −v
′′(B(Y ))

v′(B(Y ))
B(Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity of bond
demand

B′(Y )

B(Y )
Y︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity of bond
supply to output

. (19)
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In contrast, if bp′(Y ) < 0, we say that the bond premium is counter-cyclical.18 Equation

(19) characterizes two economic forces that determine the cyclical properties of the bond

premium. Consider the effects of an increase in output. First, a higher output generates

an increase in workers’ consumption. Since households also value the retirees’ consumption,

this will trigger an increase in the demand for bonds. The increased demand for bonds then

translates into a higher bond premium. However, there is a second and offsetting effect. The

increase in output relaxes the firms’ issuance constraint and hence increases the supply of

private bonds. As the supply of private bonds increases, the demand for bonds gets (partially)

satiated, reducing the bond premium. The cyclicality of the bond premium depends on which

of these two forces dominates.19 Note that by rearranging terms in equation (19), we get that

the bond premium is pro-cyclical (counter-cyclical) if the elasticity with respect to output

of the bond demand is larger (smaller) than the elasticity of the bond supply.20 That is, the

cyclicality of the bond premium is a property that depends on the relative elasticity of the

demand and the supply of bonds. In this section’s model, the bond premium is pro-cyclical

if and only if Bg > F .

An equilibrium of the economy can be found from the intersection of equation (18) and

the monetary rule evaluated at steady state

1 + i = max

{
1, R∗ + φY

(
Y

Y ∗
− 1

)}
, (20)

where Y ∗ =
[
Aκαν(1− χ)(1−α)ν

] 1
1−αν and R∗ = 1

β
1

1+bp(Y ∗)
.

We make the following assumptions.

Assumption 1 The parameters of the model and fiscal policy are such that:

18Strictly speaking, the cyclicality of the bond premium is defined locally at each level of Y . To simplify
the analysis, we work under assumptions that define the cyclicality globally.

19In Appendix E, we consider other economic forces that affect the exact characterization of the bond
premium, such as counter-cyclical self-insurance motives. Still, the intuition behind the results follows a
logic analogous to the one behind equation (19).

20Conditional on i, totally differentiating (18), we get

β(1 + i)χ
v′′(B)u′(Cw(Y ))dB − v′(B)u′′(Cw(Y ))Cw

′
(Y )dY

(u′(Cw(Y )))2
= 0,

and rearranging

dB

dY

Y

B
=

u′′(Cw(Y ))
u′(Cw(Y )) C

w(Y )C
w′

(Y )
Cw(Y ) Y

v′′(B)
v′(B) B

,

which is the elasticity of the bond demand to output. The cyclicality of the bond premium depends on the

elasticity of the bond demand relative to the elasticity of the supply, given by B′(Y )
B(Y ) Y .
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1. Y ∗ > Y min, and for all Y ∈ [Y min, Y ∗],

bp(Y ) > 0; (21)

2. there exists Y ∈ (Y min, Y ∗] such that

bp(Y ) <
1− β
β

; (22)

3. φY > φY , where φY is the solution to

bp
(
Y LT

(
φY
))

=
1− β
β

, (23)

and Y LT
(
φY
)

=
(

1− R∗−1
φY

)
Y ∗.

Condition (21) states that the bond premium is positive for all admissible levels of output,

so that the retirees’ budget constraint (4) is binding in any steady state of the economy. Using

our assumed functional forms, condition (21) implies that (1−δκ)Y > (1−ν)Y −F +Bg for

all Y ∈ [Y min, Y ∗]. If Bg and 1− ν are small, then the supply of safe assets in the economy

is not sufficiently large to sustain perfect consumption smoothing, which leads to a positive

bond premium. Condition (22) implies that there exists a level of output greater than Y min

such that the Euler equation (18) admits a solution with a weakly positive nominal rate.

This condition guarantees the existence of a steady-state equilibrium. Finally, condition (23)

guarantees that the full-employment steady state is the unique steady state with a positive

interest rate.

We are ready to characterize the steady-state equilibria of this economy. The next propo-

sition establishes the existence of a full-employment steady-state equilibrium when the bond

premium is counter-cyclical.

Proposition 1 (Existence of a Full-Employment Steady State) Suppose Assumption

1 is satisfied and the bond premium is counter-cyclical. Then, there exists a unique full-

employment steady-state equilibrium. Moreover, the full-employment steady state is the

unique steady state with a positive nominal interest rate. If α = 0, the full-employment

steady state is locally determinate.

A full-employment steady state exists as long as the bond premium is not so large as

to push the natural rate of interest below zero. This is the equilibrium that the monetary
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Figure 4: Self-Fulfilling Liquidity Trap

(a) (Y, i) space (b) (Y,B) space

authority seeks to implement.21 However, Proposition 1 does not preclude the existence of

other steady-state equilibria that feature involuntary unemployment. Next, we show that

when the bond premium is counter-cyclical, the full-employment steady-state equilibrium

can co-exist with a liquidity trap steady state featuring positive unemployment. Because

this steady state co-exists with the full-employment steady state and can be the equilibrium

of the economy if agents’ beliefs coordinate on it, we label it a Self-Fulfilling Liquidity Trap

(SFLT).

Proposition 2 (Existence of a Self-Fulfilling Liquidity Trap (SFLT)) Suppose Assump-

tion 1 is satisfied. Moreover, assume that the bond premium is counter-cyclical and

bp(Y min) ≥ 1− β
β

.

Then, the economy features two steady-state equilibria: one with full employment and another

with involuntary unemployment, a negative output gap, and a zero nominal interest rate. If

α = 0, the SFLT is locally indeterminate.

Figure 4 plots an economy featuring a counter-cyclical bond premium.22 There are two

steady states: one with full employment and one with involuntary unemployment. It is

crucial for the existence of the two equilibria that the (SA) relation in Panel (a) be upward

21Proposition 1 establishes conditions for determinacy for the case in which there is no capital. In the
quantitative exercise of Section 5, we check numerically the determinacy of the full-employment steady-state
equilibrium in a model with capital.

22Calibration: β = 0.965, α = 0.4, ν = 0.5, A = 2, F = 0.4A, Bg = 0.05A, δ = 0.1, φY = 0.2, χ = 0.011.
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sloping, i.e., that the bond premium decrease with the level of output.23 As Panel (b)

shows, this can happen only if the supply of bonds is more elastic than the demand of

bonds conditional on i. This result also shows the importance of modeling an endogenous

(pro-cyclical) supply of safe assets to capture rich economic interactions.

The existence of an SFLT has been widely studied in the literature, starting with Ben-

habib et al. (2001b), who show how the non-linearity of the Taylor rule can give rise to

an unintended steady-state equilibrium. Relative to the literature, our contribution in this

paper is two-fold. First, we study the consequences of the SFLT in relation to the bond

premium and its cyclical properties. This analysis is particularly relevant for the design of

policies that can deal with sudden increases in the bond premium. Second, our analysis

shows that the economy is not always exposed to an SFLT, and it characterizes the condi-

tions that facilitate its appearance. In particular, if the bond premium is relatively low for

all levels of output, then the full-employment steady-state equilibrium is unique even if the

bond premium is counter-cyclical.

Corollary 1 (Full-Employment as the Unique Steady State) Suppose Assumption 1

is satisfied and bp(Y min) < 1−β
β

. Then, the unique steady-state equilibrium of the economy

features full employment.

4 Policy in a Liquidity Trap

This section shows that policies aimed at boosting the supply of safe assets may backfire

and generate an endogenous scarcity of privately produced safe assets that end up reducing

welfare. We find that the bond premium response to government policy is a key determi-

nant of the policy’s effect. Moreover, we show that small and large interventions can have

opposite effects, and we highlight the importance of fiscal capacity for a successful policy

implementation.

We demonstrate these results with two different policies. We first consider government

bond issuances. This is the natural instrument in an economy that suffers from a scarcity

of safe assets. We then analyze the effects of government spending. We show that while

both types of policies can have similar effects, government spending policies require a bigger

intervention (and, therefore, fiscal capacity) to generate the same results as government

bonds.24

23The reader might conclude that the positive relation between Y and i in the SA equation implies an
“inverted aggregate demand” logic, as in Bilbiie (2008), with non-standard business cycle dynamics. However,
in Appendix D, we show that the model generates standard impulse response functions to a monetary shock.

24Del Negro et al. (2017b) study the role of unconventional monetary policy in the context of an economy
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4.1 Government Bonds

In this economy, a safety trap is an equilibrium in which the bond premium is too high

relative to a level that can sustain full employment. Thus, a natural intervention is to

increase the supply of (safe) government bonds and rebate the proceeds to the households.

Since the bond premium is decreasing in the total supply of safe assets, an increase in

the supply of government bonds should reduce the bond premium and increase aggregate

demand. However, when the supply of private safe assets is endogenous, the overall effect

on the total supply of safe assets depends on the general equilibrium response of the private

sector. In this section, we show that while small interventions can reduce the total supply of

safe assets and generate a decrease in the steady-state level of output, a credible commitment

to a sufficiently large intervention is always expansionary.

Consider an economy that is in a liquidity trap equilibrium, and the government imple-

ments a “small” increase in the supply of government bonds. From equation (18) we know

that absent any change in the interest rate, a steady-state equilibrium requires no change of

the bond premium relative to the initial steady state (i.e., before the change in the supply

of government bonds). Formally, let bp(Y ;Bg) denote the bond premium defined in (17),

augmented to explicitly account for the dependence on the supply of government bonds.

Totally differentiating bp(·; ·), we get

∂bp(Y ;Bg)

∂Y
dY +

∂bp(Y (Bg);Bg)

∂Bg
dBg. (24)

Since a steady-state equilibrium requires that there be no change in the bond premium after

the policy (recall that locally to a liquidity trap equilibrium the interest rate is constant at

zero), we can equalize expression (24) to zero and rearrange to get

dY

dBg
= −

∂bp(Y (Bg);Bg)
∂Bg

∂bp(Y ;Bg)
∂Y

, (25)

where ∂bp(Y ;Bg)
∂Y

6= 0. Noting that ∂bp(Y ;Bg)
∂Bg

< 0, equation (25) implies that the effect of

government bonds on output depends entirely on the cyclicality of the bond premium, that

is, on the sign of ∂bp(Y ;Bg)
∂Y

. Proposition 3 shows that, for a small change in the supply of

government bonds, and as long as households’ expectations remain pessimistic (i.e., agents

suffering a shortage of safe assets. Policies like Quantitative Easing combine the issuance of government
bonds with the purchase of private assets. The difference between this policy and just issuing government
bonds is that private assets might provide (partial) backing to the debt and, hence, increase the government’s
fiscal capacity. As long as this backing is believed to be incomplete (which is likely to be true in times of
high uncertainty), our results in this section would still apply (see also Barro, 1974).
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coordinate on the liquidity trap steady state), increased provision of public safe assets is

contractionary when the bond premium is counter-cyclical.

Proposition 3 (Government Bonds in an SFLT) Suppose that Assumption 1 is satis-

fied, the bond premium is counter-cyclical, and the economy is in a liquidity trap steady-state

equilibrium. Then, in the neighborhood of the SFLT, dY
dBg

< 0.

As noted above, an increase in the supply of government bonds reduces the bond pre-

mium, ceteris paribus. However, a steady state requires that the bond premium is equal to
1−β
β

in a liquidity trap. Thus, when the bond premium is counter-cyclical, it is a reduction

in output that pushes the bond premium up, which offsets the direct effect of government

policy. This reduction in output reduces private bond issuances. Thus, small increases in the

supply of government bonds are contractionary and crowd out private safe asset production.

Importantly, we focus here on equilibria in which agents’ expectations are anchored

around the initial equilibrium. Recall that the SFLT co-exists with the full-employment

steady state. Thus, the policy intervention may change agents’ expectations in such a way

that the economy transitions to the full-employment steady state. While theoretically in-

teresting, our model does not provide a sufficiently rich theory of expectations formation

to allow us to study transitions to the other steady state. Moreover, we believe that small

policy interventions are unlikely to coordinate agents’ expectations on the good equilibrium.

Such drastic changes usually require specific policies that generate a credible regime shift

(see, e.g., Sargent, 1983).

However, a suffiently large intervention can successfully eliminate SFLTs by imposing a

sufficiently low upper bound on the bond premium such that self-fulfilling pessimism becomes

inconsistent with equilibrium. In particular, let Bg∗ be such that

bp(Y min;Bg,∗) =
1− β
β

. (26)

The next proposition shows that if the government commits to issue bonds above Bg∗ when

it faces a liquidity trap, SFLTs cannot arise in equilibrium.

Proposition 4 (Large Interventions) Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied, and the

bond premium is counter-cyclical. Suppose that the government follows a bond rule Bg(Y ),

with Bg(Y min) > Bg∗, where Bg∗ is defined by (26). Then, the unique steady-state equilibrium

of the economy features full employment and a positive nominal interest rate.

Note that this policy requires a discrete intervention, i.e., an intervention sufficiently large

that it precludes the existence of an SFLT. This logic is reminiscent of Krugman (2014)’s
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timidity trap. In our model, a small increase in government debt can be contractionary,

justifying the government’s timidity in carrying out such actions. However, if the government

could commit to a sufficiently large intervention, the policy would be welfare-enhancing.

Moreover, note that the intervention can be a purely off-equilibrium promise. For example,

the bond rule could be such that Bg(Y ∗) < Bg∗, so that, if successful, the government never

actually needs to increase the supply of bonds relative to its target under full employment.

However, for the intervention to achieve its objective, the policy announcement needs to

be credible, which requires sufficient fiscal capacity. Suppose that the government is subject

to the same constraints as the private sector, in that only debt that can be backed by

(potentially off-equilibrium) taxation power is deemed safe. That is, the government faces

the following constraint:

Bg ≤ τmaxY,

where τmax is the maximum tax rate the government can implement. We say that a policy

rule Bg(Y ), with Bg′(·) ≤ 0, is credible if and only if

Bg(Y min) ≤ τmaxY min,

that is, the government’s taxation power is sufficient to back the outstanding government

bonds even in the worst-case scenario, i.e., Y = Y min.25 This is a relatively standard con-

straint on the government’s ability to provide safe assets that are not subject to roll-over risk

(see, e.g., Calvo (1988) and Cole and Kehoe (2000)). More recently, He et al. (2019) argue

that the safety of a country’s debt is decreasing in roll-over risk. Suppose, to the contrary,

that the minimum supply necessary to preclude the SFLT is such that Bg∗ > τmaxY min, so

that the government cannot credibly commit to issuing enough bonds to avoid an SFLT.

In this case, an increase in the supply of government bonds to τmaxY min would be contrac-

tionary. Thus, sufficient fiscal capacity is crucial for the implementation of a successful policy

intervention. The next proposition summarizes these results.

Proposition 5 (Fiscal capacity and safe asset provision) Suppose that Assumption 1

is satisfied, and the bond premium is counter-cyclical. Suppose that the government’s fiscal

capacity is given by B
g

= τmaxY min. Let Bg∗ be defined by (26). If B
g
> Bg∗, a bond

rule Bg(Y ) with Bg′(·) < 0 precludes the possibility of an SFLT equilibrium if and only if

Bg(Y min) > Bg∗.

25One could relax the constraint to allow for some unbacked debt as long as the amount of safe debt that
the government can issue is still related to its taxation capacity.
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4.2 Government Spending

An alternative policy instrument available to the government is spending. Government

spending can affect the bond premium indirectly through increases in aggregate demand.

As we found with government bonds, the effect of government spending depends on the

cyclicality of the bond premium. Despite the two policy instruments’ similar effects on

output, we show that government bond issuances dominate government spending in terms

of their fiscal requirements.

We extend the model of Section 3 to incorporate government spending as a policy tool.

The budget constraint of the government is now given by Bg
t =

Bgt+1

1+rt
+ T gt − Gt, where

1+rt ≡ 1+it
1+πt+1

, and Gt denotes real government spending. Moreover, the resource constraint

of the economy is now given by

(1− χ)Cw
t + χBt + It +Gt = Yt.

Consider an economy that is in a liquidity trap steady state, and the government increases

its spending. For a given level of Cw, B, and I, an increase in G increases aggregate demand.

The increase in aggregate demand relaxes the firms’ bond issuance constraint, increasing,

ceteris paribus, the supply of bonds, which is a force towards a lower bond premium. To

restore equilibrium, output needs to adjust. When the bond premium is counter-cyclical,

the effect that government spending has on the equilibrium of the economy depends on the

magnitude of the intervention.

Proposition 6 (Government Spending in a Liquidity Trap) Suppose that Assumption

1 is satisfied, the bond premium is counter-cyclical, Bg ∈ (0, Bg∗) and G = 0. Consider an

economy that is in a liquidity trap, and the government increases government spending by

dG. Then, in the neighborhood of an SFLT, dY
dG

< 0. Moreover, there exists G∗ such that, if

G > G∗, the unique steady state of the economy features full employment.

Proposition 6 states that government spending generates results in terms of output similar

to the results obtained with government bonds. However, the fiscal costs are higher when

government spending is used as a policy tool. Thus, government bond issuances are a superior

policy.

Proposition 7 (Superiority of Bg over G) Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied, and

the bond premium is counter-cyclical. Suppose the economy is in a liquidity trap, and Bg ∈
(0, Bg∗). The fiscal capacity necessary to rule out an SFLT is smaller under a government

bond policy than under a government spending policy.
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4.3 Extensions

Here, we discuss two extensions to the previous analysis. First, we show that the economy

can feature a liquidity trap in which increases in the supply of government bonds are always

expansionary, but it requires the bond premium to be pro-cyclical. Then, we extend the

model to allow for inflation in steady state, and we show that SFLTs become even more

likely.

Fundamental Liquidity Traps Consider the model from Section 3, but assume that

the bond premium is pro-cyclical, that is, bp′(Y ) > 0. Then, under Assumption 1, there

exists a unique steady-state equilibrium in this economy. If bp(Y ∗) ≤ 1−β
β

, the unique

steady state features full employment. In contrast, if bp(Y ∗) > 1−β
β

, the unique steady-state

equilibrium features positive unemployment, negative output gap and a zero nominal interest

rate. Because this steady state does not co-exist with the full-employment steady state, we

call it a Fundamental Liquidity Trap (FLT). The next proposition characterizes these results.

Proposition 8 (Existence of a Fundamental Liquidity Trap (FLT)) Suppose Assump-

tion 1 is satisfied and the bond premium is pro-cyclical. Then, if bp(Y ∗) ≤ 1−β
β

, the unique

steady-state equilibrium features full employment. In contrast, if bp(Y ∗) > 1−β
β

, the unique

steady-state equilibrium features involuntary unemployment, a negative output gap and a zero

nominal rate.

An FLT is the type of liquidity trap most commonly studied in the literature. It is the

result of structural characteristics of the economy that generate a negative natural rate of in-

terest. Proposition 8’s contribution is to show that the FLT is characterized by a pro-cyclical

bond premium. This has important consequences for the effects of policy interventions.

Proposition 9 Suppose Assumption 1 is satisfied, the bond premium is pro-cyclical, and

the economy is in a liquidity trap. Then, dY
dBg

> 0 and dY
dG

> 0.

Proposition 9 shows that even small interventions are expansionary in FLTs. Note that

even though these results are the opposite to the ones in Proposition 3, Proposition 4 implies

that large interventions can be expansionary independently of the nature of the trap affecting

the economy. This result might be of particular relevance for policymakers who might find it

challenging to identify in real time the exact shock that brought the economy to a liquidity

trap just from observing aggregate dynamics. In this sense, large interventions can be robust

policies governments can implement in a liquidity trap characterized by a scarcity of safe

assets when the exact type of trap (SFLT or FLT) cannot be determined.
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Inflation Our analysis in Section 3 assumed perfect nominal wage rigidity to isolate the

role of the endogenous scarcity of safe assets in generating SFLTs. This assumption implies

steady-state equilibria in which the inflation rate of the economy is always equal to zero. We

showed that even in that case, pessimism about the private sector’s capacity to issue safe or

liquid financial assets, captured by the bond premium, can drive the economy to a liquidity

trap. We close this section by extending our framework with an upward sloping inflation-

output Phillips curve through a downward nominal wage rigidity assumption (Schmitt-Grohé

and Uribe, 2017):
Wt

Wt−1

≥ γ(ut) (27)

where ut = 1 − ht is the unemployment rate of the economy, and γ(·) satisfies γ(0) = 1,

γ′(·) < 0, γ′′(·) ≤ 0, and γ(·) > β − 1. The assumption in Section 3 was a special case in

which γ(ut) = 1 for all ut.
26

A key takeaway emerges: the possibility of deflation in steady state expands the set of

parameters consistent with an SFLT. On the one hand, it is now pessimism about either

inflation, output, or the private sector’s ability to produce safe assets that can lead to an

SFLT. In all these cases, the SFLT is characterized by deflation and a high bond premium.

Second, a lower level of the bond premium is sufficient for the existence of an SFLT. To see

this, note that in this case, the GEE becomes

1 = β
1

1 + π(Y )
[1 + bp(Y )] (28)

where π(Y ) = γ (u(Y )) and u(Y ) = 1− 1
1−χ

(
Y 1−αν

Aκαν

) 1
(1−α)ν

. Thus, if Assumption 1 is satisfied

and the bond premium is countercyclical, an SFLT in this economy exists if and only if

bp(Y min) ≥ 1− β + π(Y min)

β
.

Given that π(Y min) < 0, then 1−β+π(Y min)
β

< 1−β
β

, which was the condition for existence of

an SFLT in Section 3. Moreover, this result affects the policy implications. Let Bg∗∗ denote

the level of government bonds such that

bp(Y min, Bg∗∗) =
1− β + π(Y min)

β

Then, Bg∗∗ > Bg∗, where Bg∗ is the solution to (26). That is, the presence of deflation

26Strictly speaking, in Section 3 we also assumed upward wage rigidity. None of the results depend on
this assumption.
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requires a larger intervention.27 The next proposition summarizes these results.

Proposition 10 (Inflation and Bond Premia in SFLT) Consider the economy in Sec-

tion 3 augmented with the downward wage rigidity condition (28). Suppose Assumption 1 is

satisfied and the bond premium is counter-cyclical. A full-employment steady-state equilib-

rium exists. Moreover, an SFLT exists if and only if

bp(Y min) ≥ 1− β + π(Y min)

β
,

with π(Y min) < 0. The SFLT features lower inflation and higher bond premium than the full-

employment steady state. Finally, the increase in the supply of government bonds necessary

to preclude the existence of an SFLT is larger than when the nominal wage is fully rigid.

5 Quantitative Model

This section presents a quantitative exercise to illustrate the dynamics associated with a

self-fulfilling liquidity trap. The economy transitions from the full-employment steady state

to the liquidity trap equilibrium after a small shock to agents’ expectations. We use the

calibrated model to calculate the size of the intervention necessary to preclude the existence

of SFLTs.

Relative to the baseline model in Section 3, we make three main modifications (we present

the full system of equations characterizing the equilibrium in Appendix C). First, we adopt

the downward nominal wage rigidity assumption (27), to allow for changes in the rate of

inflation in the different steady-state equilibria. We assume the following simple functional

form: γ(ut) = [γ̄+(1− γ̄)(1−ut)]π∗, where γ̄ ∈ (0, 1) and π∗ is the exogenous wage inflation

rate in the full-employment steady state. Second, we assume that u(CW
t ) and v(Bt) are

CRRA functions with common parameter σ. Finally, we generalize the firm’s borrowing

constraint to
B̃pt+1

Pt+1
≤ φ

[
Πt+1

Pt+1
+
(

Πt+1

Pt+1

)η]
, where φ > 0 and η > 0 are parameters governing

the degree of financial frictions and the elasticity of the borrowing constraint with respect to

profits. Recall that the elasticity of the supply of bonds is a key determinant of the cyclicality

of the bond premium. The parameters φ and η provide a higher degree of flexibility to match

key moments in the data.28

27More generally, the bigger the drop in inflation at Y min relative to the full-employment steady state,
the larger the intervention needs to be to preclude the existence of an SFLT.

28We also assume a monetary rule targeting deviations of the inflation rate and the unemployment rate
from their targets, subject to a ZLB constraint, as in a standard Taylor rule.
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TABLE 4: Parameters

Fixed parameters Value Source/Target

Discount Factor β = 0.965 Standard
Price inflation at full emp. π∗ = 1.02 Standard
Depreciation rate δ = 0.10 Standard
Elas. intertemporal substitution σ−1 = 0.1 (Best, Cloyne, Ilzetzki and Kleven, 2019)

Jointly calibrated parameters SFLT

Span of Control ν = 0.73
Production function parameter α = 0.45
Retirement risk χ = 1.9× 10−2

Fixed Cost F = 5.67
Borrowing constraint (η, φ) = (2.89, 0.52)
Government Bonds Bg = 18.75
TFP A = 7.13
Wage rigidity parameter γ = 0.88

Targeted moments data model

Full emp Real interest rate 1.50% 1.50%
Full emp Profits to GDP 7.20% 7.00%
Investment to GDP 25% 24%
Capital Share 33% 32.84%
Full emp Govt Bonds to GDP 40% 40%
Unemployment in LT 7.00% 7.34%
Profits to GDP in LT 6.50% 6.50%
Inflation (net) in LT 1.00% 1.10%
↑ in bond premia in LT 250 bps 268 bps

Notes: The table shows the parameter values of the model, as well as model and data moments used in the calibration.

We solve the model numerically. The top two panels in Table 4 summarize the parameters’

values in the quantitative model at an annual frequency. We set the discount factor to

0.965, the inflation target to 2%, and the capital depreciation rate to δ = 0.10. These are

standard values in the business cycle literature. The inverse of the elasticity of inter-temporal

substitution is set to σ = 10 consistent with estimates by Best et al. (2019).29

The remaining nine parameters are calibrated using a minimum distance approach that

minimizes the squared deviation of the model-implied values from the targets in the data.

The model-implied moments and corresponding data values are shown in Table 4. Here, we

briefly describe the selection of the data targets. In the post-war US data (1953Q1 – 2008Q2),

the average real interest rate is 150 bps, average profits (net of interest expenses) to GDP

ratio is 7.2%, average investment to GDP ratio (including durable consumption) is 25%, and

the capital share is 30%. Following Del Negro et al. (2017b) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-

Jorgensen (2012), we interpret Bg as Treasury securities, and target Treasury securities over

29Note that σ governs the EIS as well as the risk aversion from the retirement risk.
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Figure 5: Transitional dynamics
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Note:
The solid line (Baseline) plots the transition of employment, output, change in bond premium, nominal interest rate, inflation
rate, and real interest rate from full-employment steady state to the liquidity trap steady state. The dashed line (Small Bg ↑)
plots the transition from year 4 of the baseline path to a new liquidity trap steady state with 1 p.p. higher government debt.
The solid line marked with x (Big Bg ↑) plots the transition from year 4 of the baseline path to the full-employment steady
state under the robust policy. Time is in years. Employment is in percentage points. Output is measured as the percentage
deviation of output from the full-employment steady-state output. ∆ bond premium represents the annual percentage point
change in the bond premium relative to the full-employment steady-state bond premium. The nominal interest rate is the
annualized level of the nominal interest rate in percentage points. Inflation is measured in annualized percentage points. The
inflation target of the central bank is 2%. The real interest rate is the annualized level of the real interest rate in percentage
points.

GDP ratio of 40%. For the liquidity trap steady state, we target an unemployment rate of

7% and an average inflation decline of 100 bps relative to the target. In the four quarters

following 2008Q3, the average profits to GDP ratio declined to 6.5%. During the same period,

convenience yield increased by 250 basis points on average, as estimated by Del Negro et al.

(2017b). Table 4 shows that the model fits these targets closely.30,31 Moreover, in Appendix

D we show that the model produces impulse responses to a monetary policy shock that are

consistent with the data.

30The fixed value of β = 0.965 and targeted real interest of 150 bps implies that the convenience yield
at full employment is 209 bps, equal to the average spread of Moody’s BAA Corporate Bond yield over 10
year treasury constant maturity rate until 2008Q2. We obtain the data from FRED series BAA10Y, CP GDP,
GDPDEF, GDPI, PCGDP, TB3MS, and UNRATE. The real interest rate is constructed using the 3-month Treasury
Bill yield and the GDP deflator.

31Estimates of span of control are usually in the range of 0.85 and 0.92 in the literature. See also Basu and
Fernald (1997), and Atkeson and Kehoe (2005). Given that the fixed cost is rebated back to the households
in our model, the labor share in the model is close to the standard estimates of 70 percent, assuming that
the fixed cost is part of the returns to labor.
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The solid blue line in Figure 5 plots the transitional dynamics from a full-employment

steady state to the self-fulfilling liquidity trap steady state. The transition to the liquidity

trap is triggered by a decline of households’ confidence in the economy, which is modeled

as a 1% shock to employment expectations.32 The interaction between this pessimism and

the counter-cyclical bond premium puts upward pressure on the bond premium. The central

bank reacts to this recessionary pressure by lowering the policy rate until it hits the ZLB.

In the liquidity trap steady state, bond premium and unemployment remain elevated, while

(annual) inflation runs persistently below the central bank’s target.

We further use this section’s model to quantify the amount of public debt that can elimi-

nate the SFLT. This is the quantitative counterpart of the results in Proposition 3 and 4. We

model the government’s intervention as a state-dependent rule: Bg
t = (1+ψut)B

g
0 , where Bg

0

is the level of debt in full-employment, and ψ > 0 regulates the government’s commitment to

increase the supply of debt with unemployment rate ut. When the government’s commitment

is not sufficiently large (ψ = 0.1 in our exercise), the intervention can exacerbate the reces-

sion, as seen in the dashed red line in Figure 5. In contrast, a sufficiently large commitment

to supplying debt can eliminate the liquidity trap equilibrium. This can be achieved with a

ψ ≥ 0.68 in the quantitative model. This value of ψ translates into an increase of government

debt of 16% as a fraction of the minimum output the economy can produce Y min. From

Proposition 5, if the maximum tax rate that government can implement is at least 70% (i.e.,

τmax > 0.70), the government can credibly issue new safe assets by up to 16% of Y min.33

In this case, the intervention eliminates the SFLT, and the economy transitions back to the

full-employment steady state. The solid line with cross marks plots the transition of the

economy to the full-employment steady state when the government announces commitment

to provide a sufficiently large intervention. Notably, if the announcement is credible, the

actual intervention can be orders of magnitude smaller than the off-equilibrium promise.

The belief that the government is willing to do whatever it takes to sustain full-employment

precludes the adverse outcomes.

32While the SFLT equilibrium is locally indeterminate, the path from the full-employment steady state
can be pinned down by setting an initial value for one of the endogenous variables of the model.

33Recall that fiscal capacity is calculated at Y min. We target 40% of debt-to-GDP ratio at the full-
employment steady state, which becomes 54% at Y min. Adding the 16% increase from the robust policy
leads to a tax rate of 70%. While this estimate of taxation power may be high, note that these results hold
in a model with a tight roll-over risk constraint.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a theory of endogenous supply of safe assets and derived its im-

plications for the macroeconomy. When the bond premium is counter-cyclical, the economy

admits two types of steady-state equilibria: a full-employment steady state and an SFLT.

Pessimism about the state of the economy can trigger a transition from full employment

to the liquidity trap. In an SFLT, small issuances of government debt crowd out private

debt and exacerbate the pessimism-driven recession. In the data, we found evidence of a

counter-cyclical bond premium and a pro-cyclical supply of safe assets, consistent with the

model’s assumptions. We proposed robust policies that prevent the existence of self-fulfilling

traps. We further underscored the importance of fiscal capacity in a government’s ability

to manage liquidity traps. Finally, we built a quantitative model calibrated to match the

evolution of employment and asset prices during the Great Recession and showed that the

model is able to generate aggregate dynamics consistent with the Great Recession. More-

over, we used the model to calculate the size of the fiscal response necessary to preclude the

existence of SFLTs and found that a promise to increase the government debt-to-GDP ratio

by 16 percentage points would be sufficient.
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A Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. If the bond premium is counter-cyclical, Assumption 1 guarantees

that bp(Y ∗) < 1−β
β . Thus, there exists R∗ > 1 such that 1 = βR∗[1 + bp(Y ∗)], and the monetary

rule implies 1 + i = R∗. Thus, a full-employment steady state exists. Since R∗ is unique, there

is a unique full-employment steady state. In the full-employment steady state, H = 1 − χ, hence

Y ∗ =
[
Aκαν(1− χ)(1−α)ν

] 1
1−αν .

To see that there is no other steady state with a positive nominal interest rate, rewrite (18) as

1 + i =
1

β

1

1 + bp(Y )

Then
∂ 1 + i

∂Y
= − 1

β

bp′(Y )

[1 + bp(Y )]2
> 0

and
∂2 1 + i

∂Y
= − 1

β

bp′′ (Y ) [1 + bp (Y )]− 2 (bp′ (Y ))2

[1 + bp (Y )]3

where, given our expressions,

bp (Y ) =
χ

1− χ
(ν − δκ)Y + F −Bg

(1− ν)Y − F +Bg

bp′ (Y ) = − χ

1− χ
(1− δκ) (F −Bg)

[(1− ν)Y − F +Bg]2
< 0

bp′′ (Y ) = 2
χ

1− χ
(1− ν) (1− δκ) (F −Bg)

[(1− ν)Y − F +Bg]3
> 0

hence

bp′′ (Y ) [1 + bp (Y )]− 2
(
bp′ (Y )

)2
= 2

(
χ

1− χ
(1− δκ) (F −Bg)

[(1− ν)Y − F +Bg]2

)2

(1− χ) (1− ν) + χ (ν − δκ)

χ (1− δκ)

(1− ν)Y − (F −Bg)

F −Bg
> 0

and ∂2 1+i
∂Y 2 < 0. Let Y LT be defined as

Y LT ≡
(

1− R∗ − 1

φY

)
Y ∗

Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for the uniqueness of steady-state with positive nominal

rate is that,
1

β

1

1 + bp(Y LT )
> 1 (29)

Since Y LT is increasing and continuous in φY , bp(·) is decreasing and continuous in Y , and bp(Y ∗) =
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R∗, there exists φY such that (29) holds if and only if φY > φY .

For the local determinacy of the full-employment steady state, we need to study the dynamic

properties of the model in a neighborhood of the steady state. Assuming α = 0, the system of

equations characterizing the equilibrium is given by

β
1 + it

1 + πt+1

[
(1− χ)

Cwt
Cwt+1

+ χ
Cwt
Bt+1

]
= 1

Cwt =
Yt − χBt

1− χ
Bt = (1− ν)Yt − F +Bg

πt+1 =

(
Yt+1

Yt

) 1−ν
ν

Yt = AHν
t

1 + it = R∗ + φY

(
Yt
Y ∗
− 1

)
Log-linearizing the system around the full-employment steady state, we get

it − πt+1 − r∗ + βR∗ (1− χ)
(
cwt − cwt+1

)
+ βR∗χ

Cw∗

B∗
(cwt − bt+1) = 0

cwt =
(1− χ(1− ν))Y ∗

(1− χ)Cw∗
yt

bt =
(1− ν)Y ∗

B∗
yt

πt+1 =
1− ν
ν

(yt+1 − yt)

it − r∗ =
φY
R∗

yt,

where r∗ ≡ log(R∗). We can combine these equations to obtain a difference equation in yt[
1− ν
ν

+ βR∗
(1− χ(1− ν))Y ∗

Cw∗
+ βR∗χ

Cw∗

B∗
(1− χ(1− ν))Y ∗

(1− χ)Cw∗
+
φY
R∗

]
yt =[

1− ν
ν

+ βR∗
(1− χ(1− ν))Y ∗

Cw∗
+ βR∗χ

Cw∗

B∗
(1− ν)Y ∗

B∗

]
yt+1

The system is locally determinate if and only if

βR∗χ
(1− χ(1− ν))Y ∗

B∗
+
φY
R∗

> βR∗χ
Cw∗

B∗
(1− ν)Y ∗

B∗

or, after some algebra,
φY
R∗

> βR∗
χ

1− χ
Y ∗

B∗
F −Bg

B∗
.
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Note that

bp(Y ) = χ

(
Cw(Y )

B(Y )
− 1

)
=

χ

1− χ

(
Y − χ((1− ν)Y − F +Bg)

(1− ν)Y − F +Bg
− (1− χ)

)
hence

bp′ (Y ) = − χ

1− χ
F −Bg

B(Y )2

and

β∗R∗ =
1

1 + bp(Y )
,

hence, the system is locally determinate if and only if

φY > − bp
′(Y ∗)Y ∗

1 + bp(Y ∗)
R∗ (30)

But if φY > φY , (30) is immediately satisfied. To see this, note that if φY > φY , the slope of

1 + i = 1
β

1
1+bp(Y ) is smaller than φY at Y = Y ∗. That is

− 1

β

bp′(Y ∗)

[1 + bp(Y ∗)]2
<
φY
Y ∗

Using that R∗ = 1
β

1
1+bp(Y ∗) , we can rewrite this expression as

− bp′(Y ∗)

1 + bp(Y ∗)
R∗ <

φY
Y ∗

which coincides with the condition for determinacy.

Proof of Proposition 2. From Proposition 1, we know that the full-employment steady state

exists and there is no other steady state with a positive nominal interest rate. Moreover, since

bp(Y min) ≥ 1−β
β , by continuity of bp(Y ), there exists Ỹ ∈ [Y min, Y ∗) such that 1 = β[1 + bp(Ỹ )],

which establishes the existence of a liquidity trap steady state. Finally, since bp′(Y ) < 0, φY = 0

is not sufficient for determinacy when α = 0, so the SFLT is locally indeterminate.

Proof of Corollary 1. Again, from Proposition 1, we know that the full-employment steady

state exists and there is no other steady state with a positive nominal interest rate. If the bond

premium is counter-cyclical, bp(Y min) < 1−β
β implies that i = 0 is never part of a solution to

equation (18), and hence the economy does not admit an SFLT.

Proof of Proposition 3. Immediate from equation (25).

Proof of Proposition 4. Under the rule Bg(Y ), the economy is under the conditions of Corollary

1.
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Proof of Proposition 5. Immediate from Propositions 3 and 4.

Proof of Proposition 6. In a liquidity trap, the bond premium must remain unchanged after

the change in G. The bond premium is given by

bp(Y ;G) = χ

(
Cw(Y ;G)

B(Y )
− 1

)
where

Cw(Y ;G) =
(1− δκ)Y − χB (Y )−G

1− χ
=

(1− δκ− (1− ν)χ)Y + χ (F −Bg)−G
1− χ

,

B(Y ) = (1− ν)Y − F +Bg.

Fully differentiating bp(Y ;G) and equalizing to zero, we get

∂bp(Y ;G)

∂Y
dY +

∂bp(Y ;G)

∂G
dG = 0,

or
dY

dG
= −

∂bp(Y ;G)
∂G

∂bp(Y ;G)
∂Y

,

where we have used that ∂bp(Y ;G)
∂Y 6= 0. Note that

∂bp(Y ;G)

∂G
= χ

∂Cw(Y ;G)

∂G

1

B(Y )
.

Given Y , Cw(Y ; ·) is decreasing in G, so ∂bp(Y ;G)
∂G < 0. Thus, dY

dG > 0 if the bond premium is

pro-cyclical and dY
dG < 0 if the bond premium is counter-cyclical.

Suppose the bond premium is counter-cyclical, bp(Y min) > 1−β
β , and Bg ∈ (0, Bg∗). Let G∗ be

given by the solution to

bp(Y min;G∗) =
1− β
β

or

G∗ = (1− δκ)Y min −
[
1 +

1− χ
χ

1− β
β

]
Bg

Then, if G > G∗, bp(Y min;G∗) < 1−β
β and by Corollary 1 the unique steady state of the economy

features full employment.

Proof of Proposition 7. Take an economy with a counter-cyclical bond premium, bp(Y min) >
1−β
β , Bg ∈ (0, Bg∗) and G = 0. Let ∆Bg be the solution to

χ

1− χ

(
(1− δκ)Y min − χ

(
(1− ν)Y min − F +Bg + ∆Bg

)
(1− ν)Y min − F +Bg + ∆Bg

− (1− χ)

)
=

1− β
β
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hence

∆Bg =
(1− δκ)Y min −

[
1 + 1−χ

χ
1−β
β

]
Bg

1 + 1−χ
χ

1−β
β

The total fiscal cost of this policy is

Bg + ∆Bg =
1− δκ

1 + 1−χ
χ

1−β
β

Y min

Now, let ∆G be the solution to

χ

1− χ

(
(1− δκ)Y min − χ

(
(1− ν)Y min − F +Bg

)
−∆G

(1− ν)Y min − F +Bg
− (1− χ)

)
=

1− β
β

hence

∆G = (1− δκ)Y min −
[
1 +

1− χ
χ

1− β
β

]
Bg

The total fiscal cost of this policy is

Bg + ∆G = (1− δκ)Y min − 1− χ
χ

1− β
β

Bg

Therefore, the fiscal cost of government bonds is smaller than the fiscal cost of government spending

if and only if
1− δκ

1 + 1−χ
χ

1−β
β

Y min ≤ (1− δκ)Y min − 1− χ
χ

1− β
β

Bg

or

Bg ≤ 1− δκ
1 + 1−χ

χ
1−β
β

Y min = Bg∗

which always holds if the economy is in an SFLT.

Proof of Proposition 8.

Suppose the bond premium is pro-cyclical and bp(Y ∗) ≤ 1−β
β . Then, there exists R∗ ≥ 1 such

that 1 = βR∗[1 + bp(Y ∗)]. Hence, a full-employment steady-state exists. Since the bond premium

is increasing in Y , there exists no other steady-state in the economy. If the bond premium is

increasing in Y and bp(Y ∗) > 1−β
β , Assumption 1 guarantees the existence of Y FLT < Y ∗ such that

1 = β[1 + bp(Y FLT )]. Then, Y FLT characterizes the unique steady state of the economy.

Proof of Proposition 9.

Immediate from the proofs of Propositions 3 and 6.

Proof of Proposition 10. First, note that, from the production technology,

H =

(
Y 1−αν

Aκαν

) 1
(1−α)ν
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Hence

u = 1− H

1− χ
= 1− 1

1− χ

(
Y 1−αν

Aκαν

) 1
(1−α)ν

If Assumption 1 is satisfied, then there exists a full-employment steady state with π = 0, as the

system of equations characterizing equilibrium is the same as with rigid prices.

If the bond premium is counter-cyclical, an SFLT exists if and only if

bp
(
Y min

)
≥

1− β + π
(
Y min

)
β

where

π
(
Y min

)
= γ

(
1− 1

1− χ

(
Y min

Aκ
αν

1−αν

) 1−αν
(1−α)ν

)
Since π

(
Y min

)
< 0, the condition for existence of an SFLT is less demanding than when nominal

wages are rigid.

Finally, since the expression for bp (Y ) is the same with price rigidity but the minimum bond

premium is smaller, the amount of government bonds such that

bp
(
Y min, Bg∗∗) =

1− β + π
(
Y min

)
β

> 0

since π(Y min) > β − 1. Since bp(·, Bg) is decreasing in Bg (conditional on Y ) and π(Y min) < 0,

Bg∗∗ > Bg∗.

B Data Sources

B.1 Section 2.3

Time period: Monthly. For most series in this section, our sample extended from 01/1948 until

12/2011. We note some exceptions below as we describe the data construction and sources.

1. Industrial Production Index: FRED series INDPRO.

2. Unemployment rate: FRED Series UNRATE.

3. Baa: Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield Index from FRED (series BAA). The

Moody’s Baa index is constructed from a sample of long-maturity (≥ 20 years) industrial

and utility bonds (industrial only from 2002 onward).

4. Aaa: Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield Index from FRED (series AAA). The

Moody’s Aaa index is constructed from a sample of long-maturity (≥ 20 years) industrial

and utility bonds (industrial only from 2002 onward).
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5. long-term Treasury yields: we follow the data construction of Krishnamurthy and Vissing-

Jorgensen (2012). Their data series is annual. We went back to their sources and constructed

a monthly data series. This series is a combination of LTGOVTBD and GS20 in the FRED

database. GS20 is available from 2000 onwards.

6. three-month high-grade commercial paper (AACP) yields: obtained from the FRED database.

For 1971–96 it is the series CP3M (the average of offering rates on 3-month commercial paper

placed by several leading dealers for firms whose bond rating is AA or the equivalent), and

for 1997–2011 the series CPN3M (the 3-month AA non-financial commercial paper rate).

7. lower-grade commercial paper yields (CPP2): calculated as the sum of the CP-bills yield

spread described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Treasury bills) and the

yield spread between 30-day A2/P2 non-financial commercial paper and 30-day AA non-

financial commercial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

Sample used: 01/1998–12/2011.

8. short-term Treasury yield: we follow the data construction of Krishnamurthy and Vissing-

Jorgensen (2012). Their data series is annual. We went back to their sources and con-

structed a monthly data series. The Treasury bill yield is for 3-month Treasury bills for

1971–2008 (from FRED, series TB3MS), 6-month Treasury bills for 1959–70 (from FRED,

series TB6MS), and 3–6 month Treasury bills for 1948–58 from the NBER Macro History

database (series m13029b for 1931–58).

9. slope of the Treasury yield curve: follows Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012). Their

data series is annual. We went back to their sources and constructed a monthly data series.

This series is measured as the spread between the 10-year Treasury yield and the 3-month

Treasury yield. The interest rate on Treasuries with 10-year maturity is from FRED for

1953–2011 (series GS10). Prior to 1953 we use series m13033b (1948–52) from the NBER

Macro History Database. It is referred to as the yield on long-term Treasuries. The interest

rate on Treasuries with 3-month maturity is from FRED for 1948–2011 (series TB3MS).

10. three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates and Treasury spread: Obtained from published

supplementary material in Nagel (2016).

11. three-month banker’s acceptance rates and Treasury spread (BA-Tbill): Obtained from pub-

lished supplementary material in Nagel (2016).

12. VIX index: Obtained from published supplementary material in Nagel (2016).

13. outstanding stock of T-bills: Obtained as Tbill/GDP ratio from published supplementary

material in Nagel (2016). Quarterly GDP is interpolated by Nagel (2016) to a monthly series

for computing this ratio.
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14. federal funds rate: FRED database.

15. Chicago Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI-MA3): The Chicago Fed National Activity

Index (CFNAI) is a weighted average of 85 existing monthly indicators of national economic

activity. The Chicago Fed normalizes the index to have an average value of zero and a

standard deviation of one. A positive value of the index corresponds to above trend growth

(and vice-versa). We obtain the 3 month moving average series from the Chicago Fed Website.

Data is available only March 1967 onwards. Sample used: 03/1967–12/2011.

B.2 Section 2.4

Figure 6: Components of privately produced safe debt
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Source: Our calculations. Extended Gorton et al. (2012) using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from
FRED, St. Louis Fed.

The online appendix of Gorton et al. (2012) prints a table with the identifiers in the US Fi-

nancial Accounts for safe assets. Following their methodology, we constructed our data series for

private safe assets. We used a series that they refer to as the “High” estimate of private safe assets.

The key difference between the high and the low categories is in three asset class categories: “Finan-

cial business; other loans and advances; liability’,’ “Real estate investment trusts; total mortgages;

liability,” and “Financial business; total miscellaneous liabilities” are not considered safe in the

low category and some of these are considered safe in the high estimate. Results with their “Low”

estimate are similar and are available upon request.

Figure 6 plots the share of each of these components in total private safe assets over time. Time

period: Quarterly. Sample: 1952Q1 – 2019Q2. Total private safe assets is the sum of the following

categories.
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1. Deposits: “Financial business; checkable deposits and currency; liability,” “Financial busi-

ness; total time and savings deposits; liability”

2. Money-like Debt: This refers to commercial paper, net repurchase agreements, federal funds,

money market mutual fund assets, interbank transactions, broker-dealer payables, and broker-

dealer security credits.

3. MBS/ABS: MBS/ABS Debt includes all GSE and private-label MBS debt, as well as all ABS

debt.

4. Corporate Bonds:“Corporate Bonds and Loans” includes “Financial business; corporate and

foreign bonds; liability,” “Private nonbank financial institutions; bank loans not elsewhere

classified; liability,” and “Financial business; other loans and advances; liability.”

5. Other Safe Assets: “Financial business; total miscellaneous liabilities”

C Quantitative Model

The economy of Section 5 is an extension of the model described in Section 3. The equilib-

rium of the economy can be characterized by a system of 12 equations in the 12 unknowns

{Yt, it, πt, Cwt , bpt, Bt+1, r
k
t+1, It,Kt+1, wt, ht, ut}

Bt+1 = φ ((1− ν)Yt+1 − F )η +Bg, (31)

1 = β
1 + it
Πt+1

[
u′(Cwt+1)

u′(Cwt )
+ bpt

]
, (32)

bpt = χ
v′(Bt+1)− u′(Cwt+1)

u′(Cwt )
, (33)

1 = β
u′
(
Cwt+1

)
u′ (Cwt )

[
rkt+1 + 1− δ

]
, (34)

Cwt =
Yt − χBt − It

1− χ
, (35)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt +

[
1− ψ

2

(
It
It−1

− 1

)]
It, (36)

1 + it = max

{
1, R∗ + φπ

(
Πt

Π∗
− 1

)
+ φY

(
Yt
Y ∗
− 1

)}
, (37)

Yt = At(K
α
t ((1− χ)ht)

1−α)ν , (38)

wt = (1− α)ν
Yt

(1− χ)ht
, (39)

rkt = αν
Yt
Kt
, (40)
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ut = 1− ht, (41)

wt ≥
γ + (1− γ)ht

πt
wt−1; ht ≤ 1;

(
wt −

γ + (1− γ)ht
πt

wt−1

)
(1− ht) = 0 (42)

given {K0, B0}, and subject to the requirement that dividends be non-negative

Dt = (1− ν)Yt − F + (Bt+1 −Bg)
Πt+1

1 + it
− (Bt −Bg),

D Responses to monetary policy shocks

D.1 Empirical impulse responses

To convince the readers that our model exhibits “standard” impulse responses to monetary shocks,

we estimate impulse responses of corresponding variables in the data using local projections in-

strumental variables method (Jordà, 2005; Jordà, Schularick and Taylor, 2020). We use narrative

monetary policy surprises from Wieland and Yang (2016) based on Romer and Romer (2004)’s

methodology. Data is at quarterly frequency, and the sample extends from 1969Q2 to 2007Q4.34

The contractionary monetary policy shock is scaled to generate a 100 basis points increase in federal

funds rate on impact.

A contractionary monetary policy shock causes a contraction in hours per capita, and real GDP.

Private supply of safe assets (measured following Gorton et al. (2012) methodology) contracts, while

the bond premium is elevated. To our knowledge, this response of private supply of safe assets has

not been documented in the literature.

34Additional results at monthly frequency using Romer and Romer (2004) surprises or the high-frequency
surprises from Gorodnichenko and Weber (2016) are available upon request. Results are robust to considering
these alternate surprises, as well as extending the sample, past the Great Recession, to up to 2016Q4. We
truncate the sample at 2007Q4 to stop before Great Recession, following Ramey (2016).
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Figure 7: Empirical impulse responses to a 100 basis points shock to federal funds rate
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Note:
Figure plots the impulse response of employment, output, bond premium, inflation rate, private safe assets and federal funds rate
to a 100 basis point contractionary monetary policy shock. The shock is identified using Romer & Romer (2004) narrative series
as instrumental variable. Two lags of control variables (all the plotted variables) are used in the local projections estimation.
90% confidence bands are constructed with robust standard errors. Sample: 1969Q2: 2007Q4. Bond premium is measured
using Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield Index (FRED: AAA) and long-term Treasury yields (FRED: LTGOVTBD,
GS20). Safe Assets is measured as total private safe assets following Gorton et al. (2012). For remaining variables, we use the
quarterly data from replication material in Ramey (2016).

D.2 Model impulse responses

We show that the economy exhibits conventional responses to monetary policy shocks in the neigh-

borhood of the full-employment steady state. We plot the impulse response to a one-time shock to

the Taylor rule:

1 + it = R∗ + φπ

(
Πt

Π∗
− 1

)
+ φY

(
Yt
Y ∗
− 1

)
+ εt,

where εt = ρεt−1 + εt. We set ρ = 0.75 and simulate a response to a 100 basis points increase in εt.

D.2.1 Baseline model, no capital

First, we produce the impulse responses in the baseline model, with a downward nominal wage

rigidity and only labor in the production function.35 Figure 8 plots the impulse responses of out-

35Preferences have log-utility in consumption of workers and retirees respectively. We set β = 0.965,
ν = 0.66, A = 1, F = 0.3, and Bg = 0.1. Downward nominal wage rigidity is introduced in the same way as

in the quantitative model: wt ≥ γ+(1−γ)ht

πt
wt−1; ht ≤ 1;

(
wt − γ+(1−γ)ht

πt
wt−1

)
(1 − ht) = 0, where we

set γ = 0.88 as in the quantitative model.
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put, employment, bond premium, nominal interest rate, inflation rate, and safe assets. The model

exhibits impulse responses that resemble the empirical impulse responses. Following a contrac-

tionary monetary policy shock, short-term nominal interest rate rises and inflation falls. Aggregate

demand contraction leads to a reduction in output, and employment. Since safe asset production is

pro-cyclical, private safe asset production also declines. Counter-cyclicality of bond-premia implies

that bond premium rises in the model.

Figure 8: Baseline model (no capital) responses to Taylor rule shock
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Note:
Figure plots the model impulse response of employment, output, bond premium, inflation rate, private safe assets and nominal
interest rate starting at full-employment steady state. The model is the baseline model presented in Section 3, but with
only labor in the production function. Output, and safe assets are measured as percentage deviation from full-employment
steady state values. Employment rate and ∆ bond premium represents the annual percentage point change relative to the
full-employment steady state. Nominal interest rate and the inflation rate are measured in annualized percentage points. The
inflation target of the central bank is 2%.

D.3 Monetary policy shocks in the quantitative model

Finally, we show the impulse responses in the quantitative model, presented in Section C. Figure 9

plots the impulse responses of output, employment, bond premium, nominal interest rate, inflation

rate, and safe assets. The quantitative model is able to generate similar impulse responses as in

the data. Following a contractionary monetary policy shock, short-term nominal interest rate rises

and inflation falls. Aggregate demand contraction leads to a reduction in output, and employment.

Since safe asset production is pro-cyclical, private safe asset production also declines. Counter-

cyclicality of bond-premia implies that bond premium rises in the model.
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Figure 9: Quantitative model responses to Taylor rule shock
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Note:
Figure plots the model impulse response of employment, output, bond premium, inflation rate, private safe assets and nominal
interest rate starting at full-employment steady state. The model equations are provided in Section C. Calibration is discussed
in the main text. Output, and safe assets are measured as percentage deviation from full-employment steady state values.
Employment rate and ∆ bond premium represents the annual percentage point change relative to the full-employment steady
state. Nominal interest rate and the inflation rate are measured in annualized percentage points.The inflation target of the
central bank is 2%.

Note, however, that the quantitative model generates a counter-factual response of real interest

rate (seen from the nominal interest rate and the inflation responses). We verified that this response

of real interest rate is not due to particular features of our extension of the new Keynesian model,

but due to the presence of capital. Recently, Rupert and Šustek (2019) document that, in a new

Keynesian model with capital, real interest rate may fall in response to a contractionary monetary

policy shock while output, consumption and investment also contract. This anomaly is also present

in our setup, as one can see from this figure.

E Unemployment Risk and Counter-Cyclical Demand

for Safe Assets

In this section, we present an extension of the model from Section 3 that incorporates unemployment

risk following Heathcote and Perri (2018). The model allows us to obtain a richer version of the

GEE equation (12), and show how different economic forces generate different cyclicalities in the

demand for assets and the bond premium.
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The economy is populated by a measure one of households. Households are comprised of a

measure 1− χ of workers and a measure χ of retirees. Workers are endowed with one unit of time

every period, which they supply inelastically in the labor market. Retirees cannot work, and they

live for only one period. Every period a fraction χ of workers retires, and a measure χ of workers

is born. Thus, the composition of each household is constant over time.

At the beginning of every period, each household workers look for jobs in the labor market.

In the presence of nominal wage rigidities, not all workers might find a job, and a fraction ut

will remain unemployed. When ut < 1, the economy is operating below potential, and there is

involuntary unemployment. Households are the owners of the firms, which distribute nominal

dividends Dt.
36 Finally, households can trade nominal assets B̃t at a nominal price 1

1+it
, where it

is the nominal interest rate.

Being employed, unemployed, or retired determines what resources are available for consump-

tion. In particular, we assume that intra-period transfer of funds is not possible. To finance their

consumption, agents have access to their savings, and only employed workers can use their wage in-

come. At the end of the period, and after consumption takes place, the members of each household

pool their resources and make the saving decisions for the following period.

Households maximize a utilitarian welfare function of their members’ utility

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt [(1− χ)Ut(C
w
t , C

u
t ) + χ log(Crt )] (43)

where Cwt , Cut and Crt are the consumption of an employed worker, an unemployed worker and

a retiree, respectively, and β is the discount factor. The function Ut(·, ·) is an aggregator of the

workers’ consumption, which we assume takes the following functional form:

Ut(C
w
t , C

u
t ) =

[
(1− ut) (Cwt )

ρ−1
ρ + ut (Cut )

ρ−1
ρ

] (1−σ)ρ
ρ−1

1− σ
(44)

If we assume that ρ→∞ and σ = 1, we get

Ut(C
w
t , C

u
t ) = log((1− ut)Cwt + utC

u
t ).

This specification corresponds to the case where employed and unemployed worker’s consumption

are perfect substitutes, so unemployment risk is irrelevant.37 This can be mapped onto the case

we studied in Section 3. Here, we consider the case with ρ = 1 and σ = 1, so that equation (44)

simplifies to

Ut(C
w
t , C

u
t ) = (1− ut) log(Cwt ) + ut log(Cut ).

36For simplicity, we assume there is no capital, that is, α = 0.
37Unemployment still matters because it reduces the household’s income, but not for its effects on the

distribution of consumption.
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This specification corresponds to the case where unemployment risk matters for intra-household

allocations, as in Heathcote and Perri (2018).

Within a period, each household member makes their consumption decision based on their

portfolio holdings and income. The intra-period budget constraints faced by agents are given by

PtC
w
t ≤ B̃t +Wt +Dt + Tt (45)

PtC
j
t ≤ B̃t for j ∈ {u, r} (46)

where Pt denotes the price level, B̃t denotes the holdings of nominal one period safe bonds, Wt is

the nominal wage, and Tt are lump-sum transfers. At the end of the period, the household as a

whole faces the following budget constraint:

(1− χ) [(1− ut)PtCwt + utPtC
u
t ] + χPtC

r
t +

B̃t+1

1 + it
≤ (1− ut)Wt +Dt + B̃t + Tt (47)

The problem of the household consists of choosing {Cwt , Cut , Crt , B̃t+1}∞t=0 in order to maximize (2)

subject to the budget constraints (45), (46) and (47) for every t ≥ 0, and a no-Ponzi condition. Since

all households solve the same problem, we can treat the economy as populated by one representative

household.

E.1 Generalized Euler Equation (GEE)

We will look for equilibria in which the intra-period budget constraint of the unemployed workers

and retirees is binding. The FOCs associated with the household’s problem are

(Cwt ) : βt (Cwt )−1 = PtΛt (48)

(B̃t+1) : βt+1
(
(1− χ)ut+1B

−1
t+1 + χB−1

t+1

) 1

Pt+1
+ (1− (1− χ)ut+1 − χ)Λt+1 =

Λt
1 + it

(49)

where Λt is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the household’s budget constraint, and Bt ≡ B̃t
Pt

.

Plugging (48) into (49), we get the following Generalized Euler Equation (GEE):

1 =
1 + it

1 + πt+1
β


(
Cwt+1

Cwt

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intertemporal substitution motive

+ (1− χ)ut+1
(Bt+1)−1 −

(
Cwt+1

)−1

(Cwt )−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
unemployment risk motive

+

χ
(Bt+1)−1 −

(
Cwt+1

)−1

(Cwt )−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
retirement motive

 (50)
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We define the bond premium as

bp ≡ (1− χ)ut+1
(Bt+1)−1 −

(
Cwt+1

)−1

(Cwt )−1 + χ
(Bt+1)−1 −

(
Cwt+1

)−1

(Cwt )−1 .

The bond premium now has two terms: the retirement motive, as in Section 3, and the unem-

ployment risk motive, as in Heathcote and Perri (2018). Note that while the retirement motive is

always pro-cyclical (increasing in CWt and Cwt+1), the self-insurance motive can be counter-cyclical

since ut+1 is decreasing in Yt+1.

The rest of the economy can be characterized similarly to Section 3. Focusing on steady-state

equilibria, the characteristics of the economy depend on the cyclicality of the bond demand. If the

bond demand is pro-cyclical (because the self-insurance motive is not sufficiently counter-cyclical),

the economy is isomorphic to the economy in Section 3. In contrast, if the bond demand is counter-

cyclical, the economy admits only two types of steady-state equilibria: a full-employment steady

state and a self-fulfilling liquidity trap. In particular, if the demand for safe assets is counter-

cyclical, the economy does not admit (permanent) fundamental liquidity traps.

F Robustness to Table 1

TABLE 5: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (CFNAI)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap -4.03*** -3.77*** -2.74*** -2.87***
(1.18) (1.28) (0.69) (0.68)

Fed funds rate 3.83* 2.75 4.78*** 6.75***
(2.05) (1.93) (1.64) (1.53)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 96.98*** 46.52
(26.72) (30.84)

VIX 1.97*** 1.95**
(0.67) (0.77)

Slope 14.17***
(3.80)

Intercept 145.50*** 57.33 97.04*** 312.97*** 142.03*
(28.00) (36.84) (35.49) (73.05) (85.87)

# Obs. 538 538 538 538 538
Adj R2 0.21 0.06 0.24 0.42 0.51

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percentage
difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s
Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Economic slack is computed with the
monthly Chicago Fed National Activity Index (MA3). We normalized βy to correspond
to 0.2 units of increase in the CFNAI, which is associated with the onset of an expansion.
A zero value for the CFNAI has been associated with the national economy expand-
ing at its historical trend (average) rate of growth; negative values with below-average
growth; and positive values with above-average growth. Sample: 1967–2011 (monthly).
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TABLE 6: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (band pass filter)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap -7.01*** -8.83*** -7.40*** -6.19***
(2.42) (2.41) (2.07) (1.72)

Fed funds rate 4.61*** 5.36*** 6.27*** 7.61***
(1.59) (1.43) (1.25) (1.20)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 34.33* 18.73
(17.62) (15.78)

VIX 2.58*** 2.55***
(0.83) (0.91)

Slope 13.96***
(3.14)

Intercept 44.15*** 26.33** 23.74** 71.28* 28.53
(11.80) (10.76) (11.17) (36.33) (32.14)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.19 0.24 0.36 0.50 0.59

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percent-
age difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Economic slack is computed
with band-pass filtering of log of (monthly) industrial production index at business
cycle frequencies (18 and 96 months). Sample: 1948-2011 (monthly).

TABLE 7: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (Hamilton filter)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap -3.51*** -3.78*** -3.38*** -2.94***
(0.66) (0.54) (0.44) (0.39)

Fed funds rate 4.61*** 5.39*** 5.58*** 6.63***
(1.59) (0.93) (0.90) (0.88)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 8.37 1.03
(14.74) (12.88)

VIX 1.91** 1.97**
(0.75) (0.81)

Slope 9.93***
(2.57)

Intercept 57.33*** 26.33** 37.79*** 33.89 9.20
(10.90) (10.76) (8.42) (29.53) (24.83)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.42 0.24 0.59 0.65 0.69

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percent-
age difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Economic slack is computed
with filtering of log of (monthly) industrial production index using the Hamilton fil-
ter. Sample: 1948-2011 (monthly).
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TABLE 8: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (Polynomial filter)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap -2.32*** -3.08*** -3.29*** -2.37***
(0.70) (0.63) (0.70) (0.61)

Fed funds rate 4.61*** 5.93*** 5.74*** 6.90***
(1.59) (1.20) (0.96) (1.07)

log(T-Bill/GDP) -10.84 -5.99
(17.98) (15.89)

VIX 2.66*** 2.61***
(0.86) (0.93)

Slope 10.43***
(3.34)

Intercept 38.11*** 26.33** 13.59 -40.82 -32.51
(11.94) (10.76) (11.05) (39.33) (34.75)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.22 0.24 0.42 0.55 0.59

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percent-
age difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Economic slack is computed
as deviation from trend estimated using a (sixth-degree) polynomial regression on
time. Sample: 1948-2011 (monthly).

TABLE 9: Baa-Aaa spread on output gap (unemployment rate)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Output gap 16.38*** 15.26*** 14.63*** 12.52***
(2.85) (2.20) (2.28) (2.46)

Fed funds rate 4.61*** 3.69*** 3.76*** 4.60***
(1.59) (1.16) (0.88) (1.08)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 0.20 1.90
(15.47) (15.19)

VIX 2.40*** 2.42***
(0.88) (0.90)

Slope 4.88
(3.16)

Intercept -18.33 26.33** -28.14** -52.21 -44.18
(17.56) (10.76) (14.21) (34.71) (33.45)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 768
Adj R2 0.44 0.24 0.52 0.62 0.63

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p <
0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Baa-Aaa spread measures the percent-
age difference between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and
Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Economic slack variable is
civilian unemployment rate. Sample: 1948-2011 (monthly).
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G Robustness to Table 3

TABLE 10: Financial spreads on output gap (CFNAI)

(20Y)BAA/AAA (20Y)AAA/T-Bill (3M) BA-Tbill (3M) AACP/T-Bill CD/T-Bill CPP2/T-Bill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1967-2011 1967-2011 1967-2011 1967-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap -2.87*** -1.75*** -1.39*** -1.47*** -3.00*** -4.58***
(0.68) (0.60) (0.53) (0.42) (0.79) (1.59)

Fed funds rate 6.75*** -1.92 9.91*** 6.16*** 13.44*** 32.95**
(1.53) (1.96) (1.05) (1.13) (2.33) (13.74)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 46.52 -29.23 -27.03 -15.54 -25.26 -21.71
(30.84) (23.61) (23.42) (21.07) (35.14) (65.67)

VIX 1.95** 2.20*** 2.03*** 1.90*** 3.11*** 5.62***
(0.77) (0.52) (0.50) (0.46) (0.86) (2.12)

Slope 14.17*** 1.73 -1.90 -4.81 9.86* 26.99*
(3.80) (3.45) (3.28) (3.12) (5.79) (16.19)

Intercept 142.03* 113.46 -49.91 36.20 -256.17** -993.20**
(85.87) (79.49) (66.02) (64.28) (119.75) (450.39)

# Obs. 538 538 538 538 432 168
Adj R2 0.51 0.37 0.62 0.55 0.40 0.55

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes a linear time-trend. Out-
put gap is proxied with Chicago Fed National Activity Index (MA3). We normalized βy to correspond to 0.2 units of increase in
the CFNAI, which is associated with the onset of an expansion. Column 1 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Baa-rated
long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Column 2 uses the percentage
spread between Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Column
3 use the three-month banker’s acceptance rate and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s acceptance rate ends in the 1990s.
To create a series until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread from 1991 onward constructed by Nagel (2016). Column 4 uses
the percentage yield spread between 3-month high-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. Column 5 uses the spread between
three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates and T-bills as an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Column 6 uses the percent-
age yield spread between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It is calculated as the sum of the CP-bills yield spread
described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Treasury bills) and the yield spread between 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial
commercial paper and 30-day AA nonfinancial commercial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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TABLE 11: Financial spreads on output gap (band pass filter)

Baa-Aaa Aaa-Tbill BA-Tbill AACP-Tbill CD-Tbill CPP2-Tbill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap -6.19*** -6.35*** -2.19 0.14 6.65 7.07
(1.72) (2.03) (1.60) (1.63) (6.01) (6.30)

Fed funds rate 7.61*** 4.66*** 11.30*** 7.33*** 14.99*** 33.76**
(1.20) (1.02) (1.23) (1.14) (3.01) (15.61)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 18.73 -56.54*** -18.15* -2.47 -2.73 -4.01
(15.78) (20.36) (10.96) (10.17) (44.26) (65.76)

VIX 2.55*** 2.22*** 1.98*** 1.94*** 3.86*** 7.19***
(0.91) (0.57) (0.49) (0.45) (1.19) (2.47)

Slope 13.96*** 7.83** -1.25 -4.04 10.72 28.08
(3.14) (3.89) (2.74) (2.70) (7.53) (17.81)

Intercept 28.53 -151.14*** -63.95** 37.75 -267.05* -1072.31***
(32.14) (41.69) (24.77) (24.60) (149.11) (353.75)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 432 168
Adj R2 0.59 0.45 0.60 0.48 0.37 0.52

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1. Includes
a linear time-trend. Output gap is computed with band-pass filtering of log of (monthly) industrial
production index at business cycle frequencies (18 and 96 months). Column 1 uses the percentage
spread between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-
maturity corporate bond yield. Column 2 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Aaa-rated
long-maturity corporate bond yield and the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Column 3 use the
three-month banker’s acceptance rate and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s acceptance rate
ends in the 1990s. To create a series until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread from 1991 onward
constructed by Nagel (2016). Column 4 uses the percentage yield spread between 3-month high-grade
commercial paper and Treasury bills. Column 5 uses the spread between three-month certificate of
deposit (CD) rates and T-bills as an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Column 6 uses the per-
centage yield spread between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It is calculated as
the sum of the CP-bills yield spread described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Trea-
sury bills) and the yield spread between 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial commercial paper and 30-day AA
nonfinancial commercial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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TABLE 12: Financial spreads on output gap (Hamilton filter)

Baa-Aaa Aaa-Tbill BA-Tbill AACP-Tbill CD-Tbill CPP2-Tbill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap -2.94*** -2.49*** -0.23 0.20 -0.22 1.95
(0.39) (0.59) (0.37) (0.39) (0.66) (1.85)

Fed funds rate 6.63*** 3.87*** 11.28*** 7.41*** 15.16*** 38.74**
(0.88) (0.98) (1.26) (1.16) (2.83) (15.74)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 1.03 -68.13*** -14.28 -0.45 -23.66 -9.70
(12.88) (21.00) (10.91) (10.83) (38.27) (47.90)

VIX 1.97** 1.72*** 1.93*** 1.98*** 3.71*** 7.49***
(0.81) (0.51) (0.51) (0.47) (1.15) (2.58)

Slope 9.93*** 4.67 -1.16 -3.70 10.81 37.62**
(2.57) (3.45) (2.96) (2.88) (6.91) (18.30)

Intercept 9.20 -159.77*** -53.51** 40.96 -326.42** -1328.28***
(24.83) (41.41) (25.01) (26.26) (136.33) (468.29)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 432 168
Adj R2 0.69 0.51 0.60 0.48 0.36 0.52

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1.
Includes a linear time-trend. Output gap is computed with filtering of log of (monthly) industrial
production index using the Hamilton filter. Column 1 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s
Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond
yield. Column 2 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate
bond yield and the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Column 3 use the three-month banker’s
acceptance rate and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s acceptance rate ends in the 1990s. To
create a series until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread from 1991 onward constructed by Nagel
(2016). Column 4 uses the percentage yield spread between 3-month high-grade commercial paper
and Treasury bills. Column 5 uses the spread between three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates
and T-bills as an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Column 6 uses the percentage yield spread
between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It is calculated as the sum of the CP-bills
yield spread described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Treasury bills) and the yield
spread between 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial commercial paper and 30-day AA nonfinancial commer-
cial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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TABLE 13: Financial spreads on output gap (Polynomial filter)

Baa-Aaa Aaa-Tbill BA-Tbill AACP-Tbill CD-Tbill CPP2-Tbill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap -2.37*** 0.17 -0.72 -0.03 -0.33 12.95***
(0.61) (0.71) (0.60) (0.54) (1.14) (4.80)

Fed funds rate 6.90*** 4.96*** 11.10*** 7.31*** 15.05*** 31.11**
(1.07) (1.17) (1.31) (1.18) (3.05) (13.49)

log(T-Bill/GDP) -5.99 -33.77 -24.66* -3.39 -29.48 205.08**
(15.89) (24.00) (13.74) (12.11) (53.58) (101.26)

VIX 2.61*** 2.18*** 2.00*** 1.94*** 3.76*** 7.09***
(0.93) (0.61) (0.49) (0.45) (1.13) (1.95)

Slope 10.43*** 9.69** -2.24 -4.13 10.60 32.52**
(3.34) (4.63) (2.91) (2.84) (6.82) (16.03)

Intercept -32.51 -99.08* -80.21*** 35.62 -342.31** -1344.17***
(34.75) (52.19) (29.99) (29.38) (156.68) (330.47)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 432 168
Adj R2 0.59 0.40 0.60 0.48 0.36 0.58

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1.
Includes a linear time-trend. Output gap is computed as deviation from trend estimated using a
(sixth-degree) polynomial regression on time. Column 1 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s
Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond
yield. Column 2 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate
bond yield and the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Column 3 use the three-month banker’s
acceptance rate and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s acceptance rate ends in the 1990s. To
create a series until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread from 1991 onward constructed by Nagel
(2016). Column 4 uses the percentage yield spread between 3-month high-grade commercial paper
and Treasury bills. Column 5 uses the spread between three-month certificate of deposit (CD) rates
and T-bills as an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Column 6 uses the percentage yield spread
between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It is calculated as the sum of the CP-bills
yield spread described above (i.e., high-grade commercial paper minus Treasury bills) and the yield
spread between 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial commercial paper and 30-day AA nonfinancial commer-
cial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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TABLE 14: Financial spreads on output gap (unemployment rate)

Baa-Aaa Aaa-Tbill BA-Tbill AACP-Tbill CD-Tbill CPP2-Tbill

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1948-2011 1976-2011 1998-2011

Output gap 12.52*** 10.68*** 1.62 -4.64** -0.59 -62.40***
(2.46) (3.09) (2.50) (2.19) (3.81) (13.92)

Fed funds rate 4.60*** 2.13 10.96*** 8.52*** 15.44*** 25.38***
(1.08) (1.37) (1.31) (1.23) (2.79) (7.19)

log(T-Bill/GDP) 1.90 -67.60** -16.05 10.43 -17.70 272.49***
(15.19) (26.28) (10.81) (9.24) (45.09) (68.48)

VIX 2.42*** 2.10*** 1.96*** 1.98*** 3.75*** 6.33***
(0.90) (0.55) (0.49) (0.46) (1.15) (1.06)

Slope 4.88 0.33 -2.10 -0.16 11.42* 35.39***
(3.16) (3.94) (3.52) (3.26) (6.79) (9.22)

Intercept -44.18 -205.67*** -63.62** 79.83*** -313.54* -619.54***
(33.45) (59.80) (27.77) (25.65) (159.68) (221.56)

# Obs. 768 768 768 768 432 168
Adj R2 0.63 0.47 0.60 0.49 0.36 0.70

Note: Newey-West standard errors (12 lags) in parentheses. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1. In-
cludes a linear time-trend. Output gap variable is civilian unemployment rate. Column 1 uses the
percentage spread between Moody’s Baa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and Moody’s Aaa-
rated long-maturity corporate bond yield. Column 2 uses the percentage spread between Moody’s
Aaa-rated long-maturity corporate bond yield and the yield on long-maturity Treasury bonds. Col-
umn 3 use the three-month banker’s acceptance rate and T-bills. The data series for the banker’s
acceptance rate ends in the 1990s. To create a series until 2011, we use the GC repo/T-bill spread
from 1991 onward constructed by Nagel (2016). Column 4 uses the percentage yield spread between
3-month high-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. Column 5 uses the spread between three-
month certificate of deposit (CD) rates and T-bills as an alternative measure of the illiquid rate. Col-
umn 6 uses the percentage yield spread between lower-grade commercial paper and Treasury bills. It
is calculated as the sum of the CP-bills yield spread described above (i.e., high-grade commercial pa-
per minus Treasury bills) and the yield spread between 30-day A2/P2 nonfinancial commercial paper
and 30-day AA nonfinancial commercial paper, with data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York.
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H Robustness to Figure 3

Figure 10: Correlations of xt+h with time-t real GDP (filtered with Hamilton filter)
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). Real GDP and all the safe asset component series are detrended

with the Hamilton filter. See text.

Figure 11: Correlations of xt+h with time-t real GDP (polynomial filter)
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). Real GDP and all of the safe asset component series are detrended

using a (sixth-degree) polynomial regression on time. See text.
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Figure 12: Correlations of xt+h with time-t real GDP (band pass filter)
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). Real GDP and all of the safe asset component series are detrended

using a band-pass filter at business cycle frequencies (18 and 96 months). See text.

Figure 13: Correlations of xt+h with time-t real GDP (linearly detrended)
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). Real GDP and all of the safe asset component series are linearly

detrended. See text.
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Figure 14: Correlations of xt+h (Hamilton filtered) with time-t CFNAI
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). All safe asset component series are detrended with Hamilton filter.

See text.

Figure 15: Correlations of xt+h (y-o-y growth) with time-t CFNAI
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Source: Our calculations using US Financial Accounts data retrieved from FRED, St. Louis Fed. The

definitions follow Gorton et al. (2012). All safe asset component series are plotted in year on year growth

rates. See text.
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